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ABSTRACT
[n order to grow, crustaceans must shed their exoskeleton in a process known as

"moulting'. Although this process is short and intermittent, it remains dominant over
the life of a crustacean.

Physiological changes in the period between moults

(intermoult) are comparatively quiescent as opposed to the periods directly before and
after the actual moult, known as premoult, and postmoult respectively (West, 1997).

Moulting is associated with distinct physiological changes including the breakdown of
muscle (Musgrove and Geddes, 1985). This muscle breakdown, known as atrophy is
the diminution in size of the actual muscle mass and is very specific, occurring to
facilitate the withdrawal of the large pinnate claw muscle mass from the narrow basiischial joint (Mykles and Skinner, 1985). It is likely that atrophy does not occur in the
abdomen as it is withdrawn through an opening similar in size to the actual muscle

mass.

This study aimed to determine and compare the effects of moulting on the
characteristics of atrophic claw and non-atrophic abdominal muscles in the yabby,

Cherax albidus.

Although the moult cycle is a continuum, it may be sub-divided into several stages and
sub-stages by reference to morphological changes in the integument state, and in
development of the uropod setae using light microscopy.

Three individuals of the yabby species Cherax albidus, were sacrificed at each of the
following four stages, including intermoult (C 1 - C2) early premoult (D 1 to Du), late
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premoult (D 2 - D.t) and postmoult A. Claw and abdominal muscle were sectioned in a
croystat at -20° C, and stained using three histochemical techniques; mATPase
indicative of contractile speed; NADH-TR indicative of fatigue resistance and H&E,
which visualizes structural characteristics. In this study, the mATPase and NADH-TR
stains were developed for the yabby, Cherax albid11s.

Subsequently, several important cellular characteristics were detennined for both claw
and abdominal muscle over the moult cycle, including gross morphology, cellular
morphology, fibre diameter, and fibre type distribution, at the four aforementioned
strategic stages.

In terms of these characteristics, the results suggest that abdominal muscles of the yabby

Chera.t albidus do not undergo moult-induced atrophy as opposed to the claw,
consistent with the hypothesis, however both do exhibit characteristics of growth at
postmoult.

Features of atrophy in the claw closer muscle were first observed distally at early
prernoult and were most extensive distally at late prernoult, where the absence of intact
fibres in at least the majority of the muscle was observed.

At late prernoult, the

proximal region was significantly affected, but not to the extent observed distally, and
also exhibited signs of growth. At this late premoult stage, the greatest changes from
the intennoult condition were obserwd, with the most extensive changes in cellular
morphology, the greatest reductions in fibre diameters, and the greatest variability in
fibre type distribution. Great changes were observed in connective tissue and nuclei,
fibre shape and arrangement, apodeme charucteristics and peripheral mitochondrial
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distribution.

The main mechanisms of atrophy appeared be associated with

mitochondrial aggregates, the proliferation of phagocytcs in fibres, and enlarged
interrnyofibrillar spaces.

These indicators and mechanisms of atrophy were most

evident at late premoult. Further studies are required to establish the exact association
between these characteristics in claw muscle atrophy, and the underlying mechanisms.

At postmoult, the muscle was restored firstly in the proximal region as it resembled the
intennoult condition, whilst the distal region remained moderately affected by atrophy,
and/or growth.

In contrast to claw muscle, the abdominal muscle mass did not exhibit reductions in
fibre diameter, or fibre type distributions, however did exhibit slight changes in cellular
morphology. The extent of these changes suggest they were associated with growth
rather than atrophy.

Growth was exhibited as fibre splitting and was observed in both claw and abdominal
muscle predominantly at the late premoult and postmoult stages. Five types of fibre
splitting were observed, most of which were common to both muscles. The differing
extents of particular types of fibre splitting between the claw and abdominal muscles
may be related to recovery from atrophy.

Hence, great changes associated with moulting were observed in the claw muscle of the
yabby, Chera.T albidus, whilst abdominal muscle remained relatively unaffected.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Moulting in Crustacea
Moulting is a process that dominates the life of a crustacean, as il provides a basic means of
growth for an animal with an exoskeleton (West eta[., 1995).

Crustacean growth is an

intermittent, cyclic process with alternating physiological and morphological processes that
are centered around the moult, when the exoskeleton is shed (ecdysis) (West, I 997).

Although moulting appears superficially as a short and intermittent interlude, it has a
persuasive effect on the whole of the life cycle, and the period between the moults

(intermoult) is one of continuous physiological and morphological change (Hartnell, I 988;
Skinner, 1985). This period however, is comparatively quiescent compared to the periods
of rapid physiological and morphological changes in premoult and postmoult (West, I 997).

Moulting is also a time of stress and mortality, resulting both from the inherent dangers of
moulting itself, and from the high risk of predation while the newly moulted crustaceans are
soft and relatively immobile (West, 1997). Consequently, moulting is accompanied by
behavioral changes reflecting the adjustments or adaptations required, in order to

compensate for the associated hazards (West et al., I995).

Importantly, the crustacean moult cycle is associated with many physiological changes.
Such physiological changes occur in the epidermis, sub-epidermal tissues and the
hepatopancreas, in addition to changes in the urine and blood, total glycogen content,

patterns of calcium metabolism and the breakdown and readsorption of muscle (Musgrove
and Geddes, 1995; Hartnell, !988; Greenaway, 1985).
I
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The very complex process of moulting can be modeled as a convoluted sequential series of
well defined physiological stages; each stage having its own unique characteristics (Burton
and Mitchell, 1987). Moult stages have been identified and described by Burton and
Mitchell ( 1987) using changes in integument state and morphology of uropod setae in
Cherax albidus (Fig. 1.1 ). Four main stages and numerous sub-stages have been defined

for Cherax destmctor as first described by Drach (1939) (Table 1.1) (West, 1997; Hartnoll,
1988).

2

3
Figure 1.1. Motphology of Cherax albidus uropod setae, as characterized by Burton and Mitchell (1987).
Red arrows indicate retraction of epidermis. Black arrows indicate.invagination of new setae.
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1.1.1

LIFE CYCLE AND MOULTING

The succession of moults that makes up the life cycle of a crustacean is punctuated by
particular moults that mark distinctive stages in its life including metamorphosis stages at
which significant morphological changes occur (Table 1.1) (West, 1997).

Table 1.1. Major stages and events of the crustacean moult cycle. Major events at each stage are in bold.

Events

Moult Stage

Intermoult

Early

c.-c2

•

Formation of new tissue complete

•
•

Energy reserves accumulated and stored

n.-n •.3 •

Integument hard
Muscle fibre atrophy

•

(late 0 1)

Premoult

•

Calcium is re-adsorbed from old
integument and stored in tissues

Integument hard to
finn

•

New integument is laid down
beneath old one

Late

01.4-04

Premoult

EcdYsis

Posunoult

Postmoult

E

A

B

•

Fibre elongation

•

•

Muscle fibre atrophy

reserves (enabling formation of new

•

Integument soft

structures)

•

Integument is shed

•
•

Withdrawal of the large chela muscle mass
Carapace is extremelv soft

•

Fibre elongation

•

Integument is soft

•

Expansion of exoskeleton

•

Exoskeleton hardens

•

Integument is firm

Mobilization of stored energy

(Modified from West, 1997; Hartnell, 1988).

4
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Factors that stimulate the onset of a moult (proccdysis) in most crustaceans

arc~

darkness,

moderate temperature, and solitude, conditions typical in the burrows where moulting
occurs. These factors also reduce the inherent risks of ecdysis such as predation, as a

consequence of being soft and relatively immobile (Burton and Mitchell, I 987; Lake and
Sokol, I 986).

Growth rate in crustaceans i.r. a function of the moult increment and moult frequency. The
moult increment is the amount by which the size of the animal increases at a moult. This
can vary from imperceptible amounts to as much as 80% of the carapace length, and the
moult increment generally falls with increasing body size (Musgrove and Geddes, 1995).
The moult frequency is characterized in terms of the length of the intermoult period. This
can vary from a few days to a few years, and usually becomes longer with increasing size,
which is evident in Chera.-r destructor.

The growth rate for Cherax destructor is also

dependent upon stocking density and food rations, where increased population density and

decreased food rationing inhibit growth (Musgrove and Geddes, 1995; Lake and Sokol,
1986).

1.1.2 MUSCLE ATROPHY AND GROWTH

One problem for a decapod crustacean at ecdysis is the withdrawal of the large chela muscle
mass through the very narrow basi-ischial joint, (Mykles and Skinner, 1985). In some
species, including Cherax destructor, this problem has been partly overcome by the

reduction of the chela muscle mass during the pre-moult stage (D 1

-

D4) (Mykles and

Skinner, 1985). This phenomenon, known as atrophy, is the diminution in size of claw

5

6
muscle mass involving the degradation of fibres via several mechanisms, and enables the
withdrawal of the claw muscle through the narrow basi-ischial joint (West, 1997; Skinner,

1982). Atrophy is followed by rapid re-synthesis of tissue after ecdysis. It is highly likely

that such alrophy occurs in Cherax a/bidus, as it is a very close relative of Cherax
destructor, and shares similar claw morphology (West eta/., 1995).

Atrophy, which is induced by the moult (moult-induced atrophy) and is believed to be

under honnonal control, can result in the reduction of the claw muscle mass by as much as
60 percent (Ismail and Mykles, 1992; West, 1997). This moult-induced atrophy reported in

crustaceans is different from types of atrophy characteristic of other invertebrate muscle, as,
despite the muscle undergoing major ultrastructural changes, it is thought to remain
functional (West et al., 1995; Mykles and Skinner, 1982).

Observations on Cherax a/bidus (by Herrick, 1895, cited in West, et al., 1995 and personal
observations) indicate that at no time does any part of the carapace of

~he

large claws, or

any legs split or crack, and the muscular masses of the claws are withdrawn through their
narrow openings without a fracture. Hence, strong anecdotal evidence suggests that the
claws of Cherax albidus undergo atrophy. In contrast, the abdominal muscles are not
required to undergo atrophy because they are withdrawn through an opening similar in size
to that of the actual muscle mass (Mykles, 1988; personal. observations.). Hence it can be
concluded that atrophy is highly specific, occurring in the claws, but not the walking legs or
the abdomen (Mykles and Skinner, 1985). This specificity also applies to muscle fibre
types, in that atrophy effects different fibre types in different ways (West, 1997).

6
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In ChertLr destructor and Cherw: albidus, just prior to ecdysis (late pre-moult; stages 0 1 to
0 4), the carapace is extremely soft and the muscle fibres arc no longer directly attached to
the carapace as a result of the separation of the carapace epidermis from the exoskeleton
(Burton and Mitchell, 1987; West et al., 1995). While earlier studies suggested that the
actual growth of the muscle occurred during the postmoult period when the carapace was
beginning to harden, more recent studies have pinpointed the time of growth of claw and
abdomen muscles to the period just prior to, and immediately following ecdysis, as the
fibres must elongate to accommodate the new, larger carapace (West et a/., 1995). This
growth corresponds to the period when the carapace enlarges before it becomes calcified
and hardens. Ultrastructural observations suggest that individual muscle fibres appear to be
fully functional immediately after ecdysis, as opposed to prior to ecdysis, when muscle fibre
function is reduced (Haj eta/., 1992; West eta/., 1995).

Despite moulting being a period of rapid growth for the muscle, very few studies have been
concerned with the ultrastructural, histochemical and contractile properties of the muscles
during different stages of the moult cycle (West et al., 1995).

Furthermore, although

studies concerning the identification of moult stages using uropod setae have been
undertaken, and an ultrastructural study has been performed on Cherax destructor (by West,
1997), no detailed histochemical analysis of muscle fibre types has been attempted on either

Cherax albidus, or Cherax destructor.
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1.2 Crustacean Muscle Fibre Types
1.2.1 FIBRE TYPES AND FUNCTION

Crustacean muscle fibre types show considerable diversity and amazing functional
adaptations. Like mammalian skeletal muscle, crustacean muscle may contain either
relatively uniform or mixed populations of fibres: known as homogeneous and
heterogeneous muscle respectively.

However, crustacean muscle fibre types are

significantly more diverse in structure than mammalian fibre types (Atwood, 1973).

Crustacean muscle fibres cJn be divided into two broad categories consisting of fast and
slow contracting muscle fibres, using a range of histochemical, morphological, and
physiological criteria (Table 1.2) (Fowler and Neil, 1992). Characteristics synonymous
with crustacean fast contracting fibres include; short sarcomere lengths (2 - 4 J.lm); high

speeds of contraction and relaxation (i.e. high myosin ATPase activity) and low fatigue
resistance (i.e. low NADH tetrazolium reductase activity) (Silvennan et al., 1987; Mykles,
1988).

Characteristics typical of slow contracting fibres include longer >arcomere lengths (6- 12

J.Lm); lower speeds of contraction and relaxation (i.e., lower myosin ATPase staining); and
higher fatigue resistance (i.e. higher NADH-TR staining) (Silvennan et al., 1987; Mykles,
1988; Hochachka and Somera, 1984).

Additionally, slow fibres have a smaller fibre

diameter than fast fibres (Table 1.2) (Hochachka and Somera, 1984; West, 1997).
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Table 1.2. Histochemical and physiological properties of fast and slow muscle fibre types.
Fibre

Type

Sarcomere
Length

Histochemistry

Contractile
Speed
Contractile Speed
(myosin ATPase)

Fatigue Resistance
(NADH-1R)

Anaerobic, burst power
activity
(pho•phorylare a)

Fast

2-4 )J.m

Fast

High

Low

High

Slow

6 -12~m

Slow

Low

High

Low

(Modified from Mykles; 1988; Ogonowski and Lang, 1979; and West, 1997).

This also holds true for homeothennic vertebrates. However, in mammals a continuum of
fast fibres exist, including fatigable glycolytic, and more fatigue resistant, oxidative fibres.
Although these fatigue resistant, oxidative fibres are yet to be described in crustaceans, 3
sub-fibre types of fast fibre have been identified in crab walking leg muscles, not only on
the basis of fatigue resistance, but also on their contractile properties (Silverman and
Charlton, 1980; Maier eta/., 1984; 1986).

Although the number of sub-fibre types remains controversial, most investigators agree that
there are at least two basic slow sub-fibre types identified in crustacean muscles. (Table 1.3)
(Fowler and Neil, 1992; Mykles, 1988). There is increasing evidence that there are two
types of slow fibres in muscles of one species of land crab, fiddler crab, lobster and several
other Crustacea, based on myofibrillar protein isoform composition and histochemical
staining (Myk1es, 1988; Fowler and Neil, 1992; Kent and Govind, 1981 ).
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Histochemical staining of the two slow sub-fibre types, S 1 (slow twitch) and S2 (slow tonic)
corresponds to that characterized in physiological studies (Mykles, 1988). The slow twitch
(S 1) sub-fibre type has slow rates of contraction and relaxation, and has been described as

having low contractile speed. The slow tnnic (S 2) sub-fibre type has even slower rates of
contraction and relaxation, and often remains contracted for several seconds after
stimulation has ended (Table 1.3) (Mykles, 1988). It is likely that these tonic fibres aid in

maintaining the claw in a closed position for prolonged periods, used for subduing prey
(Mykles, 1988; Fowler and Neil, 1992).

The slow tonic fibre sub-type (S::!) is only a small component of most crustacean muscles,

and its function is suggested by its occurrence in certain muscles in which it predominates.
For example, the superficial flexor muscle of the abdomen which is responsible for slow
postural adjustments consists mainly of slow tonic (5 2) fibres (Mykles, 1988).

The slow sub-fibre types (St and S,) have been found to differ histochemically in their
myosin ATPase activity, and NADH-TR activity. That is, they differ in contractile speed
and fatigue resistance respectively. Generally, the slow tonic fibres (S 2) have higher fatigue
resistance, and lower contractile speeds than slow twitch fibres (S 1). This suggests that the
minor type (S2) has slower contraction speeds and is more fatigue resistant than the major
type (St) (Table 1.3) (Mykles, 1988; Ogonowski eta/., 1980).
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Table 1.3. Histochemical and physiological properties of two slow sub-fibre types.
Fibre Type

Sarcomere
Length

Histochemistry

Contractile
Properties

CCintractile Speed
(myosin ATPase)

Fatigue resistance
(NADH-1R)

Anaerobic, burst
power activity
(pho~horyla>e

Slow Twitch (S 1)

6-8

Slow

Low

High

Low

Slow Tonic (S 1)

8-12

Very slow

Low to very low

Very high

Very low

(Modified from Mykles, 1988; Silverman, eta/., 1987)

1.2.2 CELLULAR Al''D HISTOCHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CRUSTACEAN MUSCLE

Fast and slow crustacean muscles have distinct physiological, biochemical and

morphological characteristics, which can be used to differentiate between these two major
categories (Ogonowski and Lang, 1979). Ahhough histochemical properties do not always
match contractile properties (West, personal communication), the major goal of such fibre
typing is to draw correlations between fibre type characteristics and the mechanical
properties of the muscle fibres (Silverman eta/., 1987).

Histochemical methods yield infonnation about the localization and activity of enzymes in
sections, and are valuable tools for studying often subtle biochemical variations among
crustacean muscle (Silverman et a/., 1987).

Fast fibres are therefore not only

distinguishable from slow fibres on the basis of their size: fast fibres have much larger
diameters than slow fibres, but also in staining intensity, and staining pattern (Table 1.2).

II
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Slow fibre sub·populations are therefore distinguishable from the fast fibres and from one

another due to significant, repeatable and well·documented differences in enzyme staining
intensity and pattern (Silvennan and Charlton, 1980).

Three major advantages of

histochemistry over other methods are that; a) several histochemical tests can be perfonned
on a single fibre with the use of serial sections, b) metabolic and enzyme activity of the

whole length of the fibre can be visualized by using longitudinal sections, hence any
changes in activity over the length of the fibre can be observed, and c) detennination of the
precise location of fibre types is possible (Oganowski eta/., 1980; Neil et al., 1993;
Mykles, 1988). This is very important in studying moult-induced atrophy as dissection of

single atrophic fibres is extremely difficult as the fibres break very easily when activated to
contract (West eta!., 1995). The main properties most commonly used in determining fibre
type activity in crustacean muscle using histochemistry are contractile speed (using myosin
ATPase) and fatigue resistance (using NADH-TR), (Mykles, 1988).

1.3 Fibre Type Composition of Crustacean Muscles
1.3.1 ABDOMINAL MUSCLE

The abdominal muscles of lobsters and other decapods such as shrimp and yabbies carry out
both postural and defensive functions. The abdominal muscle of Cher<Lr albidus and other
decapods extends from the first to the fourth tail segment. The majority of the abdominal

muscle mass is composed of deep muscle. while superficial muscle constitutes only a small
portion of the abdominal muscle mass. The deep and superficial muscles are also divided
into flexor, and extensor muscle (Figure 1.2) (Fowler and Neil, 1992).
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The large masses of deep muscle produce the rapid alternating flexions and extensions that
are imperative for the characteristic, defensive tail flick.

Only a small portion of the

abdominal muscle mass is used for slow postural adjustments, a function carried out by the
superficial extensor and flexor muscles (Fowler and Neil, 1992; Mykles, 1988).

Figure 1.2. Distribution (in cross section) of the abdominal superficial and deep flexor and extensor muscles
of the abdomen of the Norway lobster, Nephrops norvegicus (SE and SF= superficial extensor and flexor
muscles, DE and DF =deep extensor and flexor muscle, VNC =ventral nerve cord).

NC
(Modified from Fowler and Neil, 1992)

The superficial flexor muscles that are divided into distinct medial and lateral bundles, form
thin sheets along the ventral surface of the abdominal segment flanking the nerve cord, and
are overlaid by the deep flexor muscle.

The deep flexor muscles are very large and

constitute the bulk of the abdominal muscle, while the deep extensor muscles constitute
only a small proportion of the overall abdominal muscle mass, and are situated dorsal to the
deep flexor muscle mass (Figure 1.2) (Mykles, 1988; Fowler and Neil, 1992).

The

superficial extensor muscles lie dorsal to the deep extensor and flexor muscles and consist
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of 4 thin sheets of muscle much smaller in length than the superficial flexor muscles
(Figure 1.2) (Fowler and Neil, 1992).

Table 1.4. Physiological, histochemical and morphological differences between crayfish fast and slow
abdominal muscle

Cravfish Abdominal Muscle

Characteristics
Deep (fast)

Physiology

Morphology

Histochemistry

•
•

Relaxation time of 30 msec

•

Sunerficial {slow)
Slow contraction

Easily fatigued

•
•
•

•

Punctate arrangement of myofibrils

•

Clumped arrangement of myofibrils

•
•

Short sarcomeres (2 • 3 urn)

Long sarcomeres (9- 12 urn)

Actin to myosin ratio 3:1

•
•

•

Isoforms P1 > P2*

•

P2 isoforms only*

•
•

High contractile speed

Low contractile speed

Low fatigue resistance

•

High anaerobic, burst power activity

•
•
•

Fast Contraction

Relaxation time of 6 ~ 10 sec

Fatigue resistant

Actin myosin ration 5: I

High fatigue resistance
Low anaerobic, burst power activity

.

• Paramyosm1sofonns denved from myofibnllar protem assemblages as detcrmmed by gel electrophoresis.
(Modified from Neil eta/., 1993; Morin and Mclaughlin, 1973; Ogonowski and Lang, 1979).

Crayfish abdominal extensor and flexor muscles provide an excellent preparation for
correlated studies of the mechanism of fast and slow muscle contraction, due to the division
of labour of the extensor and flexor muscles into sets of superficial and deep fibres that are
composed of slow and fast muscle respectively (Fowler and Neil, 1992). The superficial
flexor and extensor muscles are composed entirely of slow muscle, and only the superficial
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tlexor muscle contains both slow sub-fibre types, that is slow twitch (S!) and slow tonic

(S,) tibres (Table 1.4) (Mykles, 1988; Fowler and Neil, 1992).

The large deep flexor muscles of the abdomen however, contain only fast muscle, required
for the defensive tail fJick. Similarly, the deep extensor muscle contains only fast fibres,
required for the rapid extension movements (Neil et al., 1993). Previous studies on other
decapods show that this difference in fast and slow muscle fibre type between deep and
superficial, extensor and flexor muscles can be successfully visualized using histochemistry
(Fowler and Neil, 1992).

Furthennore, activation properties indicate that these fibres

behave very differently when stimulated to produce an activation response (Table 1.4); the
deep extensor and flexor muscles all give a fast twitch when stimulated, while the
superficial extensor and flexor muscles give smaller, long-lasting contractions (Morin and
McLaughlin, 1973; Neil eta/., 1993).

1.3.2 CLAW MUSCLE
The claw muscle of crustaceans is pinnate allowing for greater force production for the
same cross sectional area of muscle. Upon contraction, muscle width does not increase as
much as fusifonn muscle. This is important because the muscle is constrained within the
claw carapace (Musgrove and Geddes, 1992).

The claws of the American lobster (Homarus americanus) are asymmetrical, that is, they
have one major chela and one minor chela. Differences exist in the muscle fibre type
distribution within these claws resulting in differences in force production that can be
15
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related to their function (Withers, 1992). Like abdominal muscles, the claw muscles of

Crustacea also consist of both fast and slow fibre types. In the American lobster, the closer
muscle is composed mainly of fast fibres, distributed over the entire muscle except for a
small population of slow fibres in the ventral region (Ogonowski eta/., 1980).

Contrary to the American lobster, the claw muscles of Cherax destructor are symmetrical,

hence this variance in function and force production observed in the lobster between the
chelae is not represented in the yabby. However the claws do contain a mixture of long and
short sarcomere fibres so the claws can close quickly to catch prey, but then hold on with
great force. Hence, in the yabby, Cherax destructor, the ventral region consists mainly of
fast fibres, while the dorsal region consists mainly of slow fibres (West eta/., 1995).

In summary, crustacean muscle shows great diversity in function and fibre type within and
between different muscle types, and these variances can be characterized by histochemical,
morphological and physiological studies.

1.4 Mechanisms of muscle fibre atrophy and fibre re-growth over the moult cycle
1.4.1 ATROPHY

Atrophy has a range of effects on muscle fibres and initiates a cascade of events that finally
ceases with muscle fibre growth and elongation. The documented 'specificity' of atrophy is

not only a referral to its particular occurrence in crustacean muscles (claws only), but it is
also suggestive that the effect on muscle fibres and their constituents is highly particular
and that the extent of atrophy is also correlated to the muscle fibre type (West, 1997;
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Mykles and Skinner, 1985). It has been reported that atrophy affects the smaller diameter
S 1 fibres to a greater extent than the larger diameter S 2 fibres (Myk1es and Skinner, 1985).

Myofibrillar splitting and fibre erosion of the myofibrillar bundles (i.e. degradation of
myofibrillar bundles) are evident in both slow and fast contracting muscle fibres of Cherax
destructor during atrophy (El Haj and Houlihan, 1987). However, there is clear evidence
that fibre erosion occurs predominantly in slow fibres, resulting in a 4-fold decrease in cross
sectional area, and the associated increase in intennyofibrillar space (West et al., 1995).

Whilst fibre erosion predominates as the mechanism of atrophy in slow fibres, longitudinal
myofibrillar splitting is mostly responsible for atrophy in fast fibres, as indicated by large
gaps within myofibrillar bundles (West, 1997). In the lobster, myofibrillar splitting is

responsible for the progressive transition of large myofibrils in premoult fast fibres, to small
myofibrils in postmoult (West, 1997). In addition, fibre erosion occurring to only a small
extent in fast fibres also increases intermyofibrillar space (West, et al., 1995; West, 1997).

Ultrastuctural studies indicate that during atrophy, compression of the myosin filaments
also occurs in fast and slow muscle fibres of Cherax destructor and other species, and that
such compression is characterized by a significant increase (2.4 fold) in the number of
filaments per ~m 2 (Mykles and Skinner, 1985; West e1 a/., 1995). However, fibre diameter
actually decreases as a result of myofibrillar splitting (West eta/., 1995). As myofibrillar

splitting does not occur to a great extent in slow fibres, myosin filament compression is
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mainly observed in fast fibres and greatly facilitates the withdrawal of the claw muscle
mass as ecdysis (West eta/., 1995; West, I 997).

Entire fibres are not lost during fibre erosion, rather, selected myofibrillar proteins are
degraded including actin, troponin, tropomyosin, and, to a lesser extent, myosin (Mykles
and Skinner, I985). The remaining myofibrillar structures provide a framework into which
newly synthesized proteins are assembled after ecdysis (West et a/., I 995).

Crustacean

claw muscle contains at least five different cytosolic proteinases (four are calcium
dependent) which specifically degrade the major myofibrillar proteins.

The calcium

dependent proteinases have a 2-fold higher activity in atrophic crustacean muscle, and are
likely to account for the net degradation of the muscle observed in premoult atrophy
(Mykles and Skinner, 1985; West eta/., 1995). In addition, the conservation of myosin
filaments at the expense of actin filaments has led to the idea that myosin filaments play an

important role in maintaining sarcomere organization during atrophy, and act as a template
for the assembly of the actin filaments in the postmoult period (Mykles and Skinner, I 985;
West, 1997).

Hence, the effects of atrophy differ between fibre types, and sub-types.

In C/zerax

destructor, long-sarcomere (slow) fibres, showed greater evidence of muscular atrophy than

fibres with short sarcomeres (West eta/., 1995). Likewise, the S1 (slow twitch) sub-fibre
type is more susceptible to the effects of atrophy than the S 2 (slow tonic) sub-fibre fibre
type (Mykles and Skinner, 1985; West eta/, 1995). Hence, there appear to be distinct
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differences between the signs of atrophy observed in and between fast and slow muscle.
The functional significance of these differences remains unknown (West, 1997).
1.4.2 RE-GROWTI! AND ELONGATION

Several mechanisms have been described to account for the elongation of crustacean
muscle fibres, associated with moulting and growth. The muscles fibres of crustaceans have
been reported to grow by; a) the elongation of existing sarcomeres (Costello and Lang,

1979), b) the addition of sarcomeres to the ends of fibres, and c) insertion of sarcomeres
along the length of the myofibril (Jahromi and Charlton, 1979; West eta/., 1995; West,
1997).

The addition of sarcomeres has been documented in fast fibres of Cherax destructor (West,
1997), and from other evidence, yabbies are also thought to extend the length of existing

sarcomeres but only during the larval stages (West, personal communication). The addition
of sarcorneres is believed to occur by two different mechanisms; transverse sarcomere
splitting, and Z-line splitting (Jahromi and Charlton, 1979), associated with the need for
different rates of elongation within fibres (West et a/.,1995).

The insertion of sarcomeres along the length of the myofibril for the purposes of elongation

in s]ow fibres, occurs by mechanisms other than transverse or Z-line sarcomere splitting.
Although the mechan;sm by which this occurs has not been completely detennined, studies
on Cherax destructor (by West et al., 1995) suggest that it may be associated with large

electron dense structures observed in the long sarcomeres of the slow fibres immediately
after ecdysis (West, 1997).
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Sarcomere insertion is of great importance to crustaceans as it provides a mechanism of
longitudinal growth without lengthening of the sarcomeres (West eta/., 1995; West, 1997).

If a muscle fibre is lengthened simply by elongation of the thick and thin filaments, then the
short sarcomere fibres would slowly be transfonned into fibres with long sarcomeres, hence
changing fibre type. This would result in a dramatic change in the physiological properties
of that muscle, hence the processes involved in maintaining fibre type are vital (West eta!.,
1995).

It can therefore be concluded that the physiological and morphological processes associated
with moulting in decapod crustaceans are vital for growth. Muscle atrophy and elongation
are very specific, and have different effects on different muscle types. For instance, the

claw muscles are significantly affected, whilst the abdominal muscles are not.

The

mechanisms responsible for atrophy and elongation in crustacean muscles differ between
fibre types, and fibre sub-types. Hence muscle atrophy and elongation affect fibre types and
fibre sub-types differently, and are related to fibre ultrastructure.

1.5 Main Aim
I. To determine and compare the effect of moulting on the cellular and histochemical

characteristics of atrophic and non-atrophic muscles of the yabby, Chera.t albidus.
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1.5.1 SPECIFIC AIMS

I. To develop histochemical methods for detennining muscle fibre characteristics in the
yabby, Chera.t albidus.

To use these methods to determine:
2. Cellular and histochemical characteristics of fibres from the claw closer muscle and
selected abdominal muscles at intermoult.

3. Assess changes in fibre characteristics associated with moulting in
a. claw closer muscle, and
b. selected abdominal muscles

4. To compare the effects of moulting on claw closer muscle with selected abdominal

muscles.
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2.0 DEVELOPMENT OF STAINING METHODS
2.llntroduction
Fibre typing using histochemical criteria attempts to identify groups of similarly
performing fibres by visual inspection. This system, if well developed, can be used to
study

plasticity and

the development of particular functional

I

biochemical

modifications, such as those that occur over the moult cycle (Silvennan eta/., 1987). In
such a case, the method may predict both function and even changes occurring in fibre
type proportions (Silverman eta/., 1987).

Histochemistry was originally used in vertebrate muscle fibre characterization and
remains a potent tool for fibre typing, particularly in mammalian and avian systems
(Silverman et al., 1987). Morphological muscle fibre typing in crustacean systems has
not been as easy to validate as that described for vertebrate systems (Silverman et a!.,
1987). Ogonowski and Lang (1979) pioneered the transition of several histochemical
techniques from vertebrate to crustacean muscle. They found that modifications to the
methods were required in order to apply vertebrate histochemical methods to crustacean
muscle.

Likewise, techniques developed to suit one crustacean species are not

necessarily applicable to other species (Silverman et a/., 1987).

As a consequence,

staining variables were altered in applying histochemical techniques to the yabby,

Cherax albidus.

These variables include; incubation pH, time and, temperature in

addition to other factors specific to particular histochemical techniques.

In addition, the NADH-TR method also stains much less intensely than vertebrate
muscle, hence it is vital that the techniques are properly developed for each species.

I
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In vertebrates, glycogen is the main anaerobic fuel source, whilst in Crustacea glycogen
is incorporated into aerobic metabolism. Consequently, histochemical stains indicalive
of glycogen fuel stores or glycolytic capacity such as phosphorylase a, become
suggestive of processes, other than those for which the method was developed, hence

this must be considered when visualizing such stains.

2.2 Methodology
2.2.1 MATPASE STAINING METHODS (CONTRACTILE SPEED)
2.2.1.1 Method I -Fowler and Neil ( 1992)

• Pre-incubation
Initial attempts using the technique by Fowler and Neil (1992) were made, which

involved the incorporation of acid and alkaline pre-incubations. The acid pre-incubation
buffer included 50mM CaCh in O.!M acetate buffer, pH 5.0 at !5°C. The alkaline preincubation buffer included 50mM CaCJ, and 50mM NaCI in O.IM 2-amino-2-methyl-1propanol (AMpro), pH 10.3 at 24'C (RT).

After pre-incubation, sections were rinsed in rinse buffer, pH 9.4 at 24°C for one minute.
Rinse buffer contained the same ingredients as the incubation buffer minus ATP.

Acid and alkaline pre-incubation periods of five to 20 minutes were tested at five-minute
intervals. Various pH intervals were also tested for the pre-incubation buffers. The pH
intervals tested for the alkaline and acid pre-incubation buffers were 10.0 to !0.6 and 4.8
to 5.2 respectively at 0.1 pH intervals, with two slides per pH unit.
temperatures of 15 C, RT and 37° C were also tested.

Pre-incubation
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• Incubation
The incubation medium consisted of IOmM MgCI,, IOmM CaCI2 and 2. 72mM of ATP
in 20mM AM pro, pH 9.4 at 4°C. Sections were incubated for 30 to 60 minutes.

The parameters for incubation were also altered. Incubation periods of 30 to 60 minutes
were tested at ten-minute intervals. Sections were then immersed in 1% CaCI2 for two
minutes, washed in de-ionized water (diH20) for one minute then immersed in 2%
CoCh for two minutes and immersed in 10% (NH4hS for 30 s. Sections were then

washed in diH 2 0 for one minute, dehydrated in graded ethanol (25%, 50%, 75%, 90%
and 100% twice) for two minutes each, cleared in Slidebrite® for two, two minute

intervals and mounted in methacrylate with glass coverslips.

2.2.1.2 Method 2 - Mykles ( 1988)
This method by Mykles (1988) required no pre-incubation and the incubation medium
consisted of 14rnM CaC! 2 , 1.5mM MgC1 2 and 2.72mM and O.!M AMpro, adjusted to a
pH of 9.4 at RT, and 10.04 at 4°C. Incubation time was 30 minutes. After incubation,
sections were processed as for Neil and Fowler ( 1992) with one exception; _I% (NH.,),S
for 30s after immersion in 2% CoC!,.

• Incubation

Parameters of incubation at RT and 4°C were altered including six incubation times of
ten to 60 minutes at ten-minute intervals. In addition, pH units were altered, from 8 to
9.4 at 0.2 pH intervals. The optimal incubation time was 30 minutes at 24°C. Mykles'
( 1988) method was followed for incubation at RT, and sections were cleared in

Slidebrite® for two, two-minute intervals and mounted in rnethacylate with glass
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coverslips. Controls were implemented by omitting the substrate ATP, and also by
introducing I0 mM NaN 3•

2.2.1.3 Method 3 - Doriguzzi eta/. ( 1983)

The Azure A method for demonstrating mATPase activity was modified from Doriguzzi
et a/., 1983). Incubation was conducted according to the method by Neil and Fowler
(1992), or Mykles ( 1988).

Sections were immersed in a freshly prepared, filtered

solution of 1% Azure A, for a period of one minute at RT and dehydrated in graded
ethanol series (25%, 50%, 75%, 90% and 100% twice). It was later decided that sections
would only be quickly dipped in 50% and 75% ethanol, then submerged in two 100%

ethanol solutions for a period of one minute each. Sections were cleared in Slidebrite®
and mounted in methacrylate with glass coverslips.

2.2.1.4 Controls

Mitochondrial interference in crustacean fibres contributes very significantly to ATPase
activity if the mitochondrial content of the slow fibre is higher than that of the fast fibre,
as demonstrated histochemically.

Similarly, two fibres that differ in mitochondrial

content, but not myosin ATPase activity can appear quite different if mitochondrial
activity is not inhibited. The addition of sodium azide (NaN3) to the incubation medium

inhibits mitochondrial activity, and allows differentiation of the true myosin ATPase
activity. In addition, the omission of ATP ensures that staining is due to mitochondria.
However, it is not practical to omit ATP from alternating sections, hence the addition of
NaN3 was primarily used.
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2.2.2 NADH-TR STAINING METI!OD (FATIGUE RESISTANCE) - Dubowitz and
Brooke ( 1973)
The method for NADH-TR was modified from Dubowitz and Brooke (1973).

The

incubation medium consisted of 10 mg, Nitroblue Tetrazolium (NBT), and 8 mg, NADH
in 0.2M tris buffer (adjusted to pH 7.4 with HCl at 37°C). Sections were incubated in
the dark at 37

•c for 2h.

Incubation periods of 20, 30, 45, 60, 90 and 120 minutes were

then tested, and the incubation period of 30 minutes was used.

Sections were then

extracted in acetone, 30%, 60%, 90%, 60% and 30% for two minutes each (after time

periods of two to five minutes were tested). Sections were then rinsed in diH 20 for one
minute and mounted in warm (37' C) glycerin with glass covers lips.

Controls were implemented from Ogonowski and Lang ( 1979), including deleting
NADH from the incubation medium, and also by adding 10 mM NaN 3•

2.2.3 GLYCOLYTIC STAINS
Several histochemical staining methods indicative of glycolytic activity were tested.

These included phosphorylase a, glycogen and DL-o:-glycerophosphate dehydrogenase
(o:-GPDH). Yabbies were prevented from tail flipping prior to pithing to avoid depletion
of endogenous fuel stores, and pH effects (Meyer, 1968; Morin and McLaughlin, 1973).

2.2.3.1 phosphorylase a (Meyer, 1968)
The incubation medium consisted of O.llmM glucose-1-phosphate, 0.68mM EDTA,
0.38mM NaF, 20mM dextran (MWt: 40,000), (later doubled to 40mM) in lOmM acetate
buffer, pH 5.6. Sections were incubated at 37'C for 30 minutes, after time periods of 20

to 50 minutes were tested at five-minute intervals. After the incubation period, sections
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were removed and the excess medium was shaken off, then washed in 40% ethanol for
two minutes, and fixed in 100% ethanol for 10 minutes. Sections were then brought to
water in the graded ethanol series, 90%, 75%, 50%, and 25% for two minutes each.
From this point the PAS procedure was followed from immersion in periodic acid.
Immersion in periodic acid was tested at two, five and ten minutes, and immersion in
Schiffs reagent was tested from five to 20 minutes at five-minute intervals in the dark.
Sections were cleared in Slidebrite®, and mounted in methacrylate with glass coverslips.
A control was implemented by omitting the substrate glucose-1-phosphate from the

incubation medium.

2.2.3.2 Periodic Acid- Schiff stain (PAS) for glycogen (Meyer, 1968)

Sections were immersed in Carney's fixative for a period of ten minutes, then washed in
diH20 for one minute. Sections were then immersed in 0.5% periodic acid for five
minutes and washed again in diH20 for one minute before being immersed in Schiffs
reagent for 15 minutes in the dark.

Sections were washed again in diH 20 for ten

minutes, then dehydrated in graded ethanol (25%, 50%, 75%, 90% and 100% twice) and
cleared in Slidebrite®, and mounted in methacrylate with glass covers! ips.

2.2.3.3 DL-a-Giycerophosphate dehydrogenase (Myk1es, 1988)
The incubation medium consisted of 13.9mM DL-a-glycerophosphate, 1.2mM NBT and
1.4mM menadione in 0.2M tris-HCI, pH 7.4 at 24'C. Sections were incubated for a

period of one hour (time periods of 45 to 120 minutes were tested at 15 minute intervals)
then rinsed in diH20 for two minutes and air-dried. Sections were cleared in Slidebrite®
and mounted in methacrylate with glass coverslips.

A control was incorporated by

omitting the substrate glucose-1-phosphate from the incubation medium.
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2.3 Results
Muscle fibre characteristics that were examined include; contractile speed using myosi n
ATPase, fatigue resistance using NADH-tetrazolium reductase, glycolytic capacity using
phopsphorylase

a,

PAS

for

Glycogen

and

DL-a-GPDH,

and

morphological

characteristics using H&E (which required no development). Serial sections were used,
enabling all histochemical tests to be on each muscle fibre.

2.3. 1 MATPASE (CONTRACTILE SPEED)
2.3.1.1 Method 1 -Fowler and Neil (1992)
Parameters known to affect differential fibre staining were examined to optimally
visualize mATPase activity, in maximizing fibre type differentiation . Using the method
from Fowler and Neil (1992) , differentiation of fibre types could not be achieved even
with modification of factors known to influence mATPase staining, that is, the presence
of pre-incubation itself, and pH, temperature, and time period of pre-incubation and
incubation (Fig. 2. 1) .•
Figure 2.1. mATPase stain using method by Fowler and Neil ( 1992). l cm

= 533~m.
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• Pre-incubation
Little staining was evident using pre-incubation at the alkaline pH, despite alterations in
time, pH and temperature. Consequently, it was concluded that mATPase was inactive
at the alkaline pH, and omitted from the protocol. Method development continued for

acid pre-incubation, however the lack of fibre type differentiation remained an issue.
Hence it was determined that acid pre-incubation would also be omitted (Fig. 2.1 ).

• Incubation- Time
The results for the incubations (like that for the pre-incubations) also differed from
Fowler and Neil ( 1992). The original 60-minute incubation period proposed by Fowler
and Neil ( 1992) resulted in over-staining and loss of fibre d;.fferentiation.

This is

consistent with Silverman et a/.(1987) who suggested that a long incubation time can

cause a loss of fibre differentiation. Hence incubation periods of 30 to 60 minutes were
tested.

However, the results remained highly inconsistent, and lack of fibre type

differentiation remained a concerning factor (Fig. 2.1 ).

• Incubation- Temperature
Although Fowler and Neil (1992) proposed that an incubation temperature of 4'C was
optimal for the abdominal muscle of the Norway Lobster, it was not for the yabby,

Cherax albidus. Altering incubation temperature from 4°C through to 15°C and 37°C did
not result in an improvement in fibre type differentiation (Fig. 2.1 ).
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• Incubation - pH
Despite alterations in pH from 9.2 to 10.04, fibre type differentiation still was not
achieved (Fig. 2.1 ).

2.3.1.2 Method 2- Mykles (1988)
The method from Mykles (1988), requiring no pre-incubation, worked considerably well

without any alterations in pH, temperature or incubation time. However it was still
intermittently inconsistent with occasional loss of fibre type differentiation.

An

incubation pH of 9.4 appeared to give maximal fibre differentiation (Fig. 4.2a).
Silverman and Charlton ( 1980), suggested that an incubation temperature of 37'C at pH

8 and for ten minutes was better for crustaceans. Since the mATPase method from
Mykles (1988) was intermittently unstable, pH intervals from 8.0 to 9.2 were tested at
RT. and 37°C from ten to 30 minutes (at ten-minute intervals). The results were not as
well defined and consistent as the method proposed by Mykles (1988).

No

modifications were made to Mykles' (1988) method except for the omission of
incubation at 4'C, which, after many attempts at altering the incubation period, and pH

intervals, fibre differentiation remained ambiguous. Consequently, only incubation at
room temperature was employed.

2.3.1.3 Method 3 - Doriguzzi et al.( 1983)
The Azure A method derived from, Doriguzzi et a/.(1983), was developed as an
alternative stain to the brown/black cobalt sulphide precipitate for mATPase.

Incubation remained as for the other mATPase methods. Sections stained with Azure A
and svbsequently dehydrated in graded ethanol (25%, 50%, 75%, 90% and 100% twice)

showed very little staining. As Azure A is removed from tissues in water and low grade
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alcohol, but less in absolute alcohol , the final dehydration protocol implemented, began
with 75 % ethanol. In doin g so, significant differences between the slow and fast fibres
were visualized without over or under staining. Sections were cleared and mounted as
for the previous mATPase methods. Although this method worked considerably well , a
substantial degree of regional differences in stain ing was apparent, hence was not used to
visualize mATPase activity (Fig. 2.2).

Figure 2.2. mATPase staining using the Azure A method by Pearse (1972). Scale bar= 320 )..lm.

After testing several methods indicative of mATPase activity, Method 2 (Mykles , 1988)
was determined as the most appropriate, as it gave in the most consistent results , and
maximal fibre type differentiation. Fast fibre s and the S 1 slow sub-fibre type stained
dark for mATPase, while the S 2 sub-fibre type stained light (Fig 2.2).
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2.3.1.4. Controls

The staining pattern for mATPase was invariably unifonn across individual muscle
fibres supporting the notion that the activity was due to myofibrillar ATPase (Ogonowski
and Lang, 1979; Dubowitz and Brooke, 1973).

In order to ensure that the staining observed was due to myofibrillar ATPase and not that
of mitochondrial ATPase, controls were implemented.

When incubation with the

omission of ATP was used, the staining pattern was altered with the absence of staining
across whole fibres suggesting that staining was not due to mitochondrial activity, hence
a positive result.

A second control was implemented using NaN3, which inhibits

mitochondrial activity, if present. As the nonnal staining pattern was not altered this
was a positive result.

2.3.2

NADH-TR STAINING METilOD (FATIGUE RESISTANCE) - Dubowitz and
Brooke (1973)

The results for the NADH-TR stain were consistent with the paper from which the
method was derived, with few modifications. The method from Dubowitz and Brooke
(1973), was altered in the time and pH of incubation. Dubowitz and Brooke ( 1973)
proposed that an incubation temperature of 37° Cat pH 7.4 for 2 hours was appropriate

for vertebrate muscle. Whilst the incubation temperature was appropriate. the time
period of 2 hours resulted in over-staining of the fast fibres, consequently reducing the
distinction between fast and slow fibres. As a result. several incubation time periods
were tested, and that of 30 minutes was decided as the most appropriate incubation

period for the yabby, Cherax a/bidus (Fig. 4.2b). In addition, the pH was altered from
7.0 to 7.4.
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2.3.2.1 Controls
In order to ensure that staining was associated with mitochondrial activity, certain
controls were implemented. The addition of NaN 3 to the incubation medium and used as
a control in that it prevents mitochondrial activity. No staining was visualized; hence the
results were considered conclusive. An additional control imposed was the omission of
NADH from the incubation medium. Likewise, no staining was observed, which
strongly supports the fact that the staining was due to mitochondrial activity.

The majority of the staining occurred around the peripheral sarcolemma of the fibre,
consistent with the mitochondrial distribution, with little staining across the fibre.

Fast

fibres stained light for NADH-TR, whilst slow fibres stained dark. Whilst the S 1 slow subfibre type stained dark around the peripheral sarcolemma of the fibre, staining in the S2 slow
sub-fibre type invaginated from the periphery into the sub-sarcolemmal clefts towards the
centre of the fibre (Fig. 4.2b).

2.3.3. GLYCOLYTICSTAINS
2.3.3.1 phosphorylase a and Periodic Acid-Schiff (PAS) (Meyer, 1968)
The results for phosphorylase a and the Periodic Acid-Schiff (PAS) stains for abdominal
muscle was consistent with (Meyer, 1968), in that the superficial muscles stained darker
than the deep muscle. Furthermore, the S2 slow sub-fibre type stained darker than the S 1
slow sub-fibre type, also consistent with Meyer (1968) (Fig. 2.3). Whilst these results were
congruent with results for Morin and McLaughlin (1973) and Meyer (1968). staining
remained variable, particularly in the claw, with large regional differences visualized in
staining intensity. Consequently, determining staining intensity for muscle fibres of the
claw was difficult, and the stain was omitted.
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Figure 2.3. phosphorylase a staining using the method by Meyer (1968). Blue arrows indicate superficial
flexor muscle. Black arrows indicate deep flexor muscle.

,

2.3.3.2 DL-a-Glycerophosphate dehydrogenase (Mykles , 1988)
There were no differences in staining intensity over the entire abdominal muscle.
Differences in staining intensity were visualized in claw muscle using this method.
However, when the substrate glucose-1-phosphate was omitted from the medium as a
control , no differences were observed to the sections incubated without controls. The
reason for this was unknown and the stain was effectively omitted.
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2.4 Discussion
In the histochemical study of both vertebrate and crustacean muscle, a combination of
techniques is usually employed. The myosin ATPase technique is chiefly employed,

which is used to make predictions about contractile speed. At least one other criterion is

used, usually indicative of aerobic capacity (fatigue resistance) such as NADH-TR or
succinic dehydrogenase (SDH) (Silvennan and Charlton, 1980; Silverman eta/., 1987;

Ogonowski and Lang, 1979). Many histochemical techniques exist in association with
these main areas of interest, but few standardized methods exist in crustacean muscle
histochemistry that can be applied across a range of species (Silverman et a/., 1987;
Silvennan and Charlton, 1980).

For example, although the mATPase method is extensively used in crustacean fibre
typing, it is very sensitive, and as such, demonstration of differences in myosin ATPase
activity between fast and slow crustacean muscle depends on several factors that often
differ between species and that must be identified and controlled.

The mATPase technique is very dependent on pH, and optimal pH for slow and fast
muscle fibres differ significantly between crustacean species (Silverman et a/., 1987).
Whilst Silverman and Charlton ( 1980) found that pH 8 was optimal for emphasizing

differences between fast and slow muscle in the blue crab, Callinectes sapidus,
Oganowski and Lang (1979) established that pH 9.4 was optimal for emphasizing the

differences in the lobster (Homarus Americanus). Likewise, optimal incubation time
and temperature are also factors to which this technique is very sensitive, and are
believed to vary between crustacean species (Silverman and Charlton, 1980).

'
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Whilst extensive experimentation was required to optimize fibre type differentiation
using mATPase the NADH-TR method, indicative of fatigue resistance required few

modifications.

Appropriate method development is therefore vital in crustacean muscles, not only due
to the variation intrinsic between species, but also that crustacean muscles stain much
less intensely than vertebrate muscle for which the methods were originally developed
(Ogonowski eta/., 1987).

The distribution of endogenous glycogen stores in Crustacea is the reverse of that
observed in vertebrates (Dubowitz et a/., 1987). Crustacean muscle fibres of the slow
type, store higher levels of glycogen than fast fibres (Morin and McLaughlin, 1973).
Although this was visualized in abdominal muscle of the yabby, Cherax albidtts, using
PAS for glycogen, regional differences in staining were observed in the claw that could
not be improved in this study.

Although aGPDH was tested, and the results appeared congruent with the literature

(aside for some regional differences in staining) no differences in staining were observed
between sections incubated with controls and those without controls. Hence due to
technical problems involving this stain, no further attempts were made to develop the
method.

Whilst phosphorylase a emphasizes the differences between glycogen fuel stores of fast

and slow muscle of vertebrates, the opposite occurs in Crustacea. The distribution of
glycogen in crustacean muscle explains this lack of differentiation between fast and slow
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muscle fibre types using phophorylase a.

Although the fast fibres had higher

phosphorylase a activity than slow fibres, the initial lower stores of glycogen resulted in
similar staining to slow fibres, which had lower phosphorylase a activity but higher
initial glycogen stores. This is due to the method visualizing phosphorylase a activity.
This enzyme is induced to produce glycogen and the product is then stained (Fig. 2.3).

Hence the product is dependent on both phosphorylase a activity and the initial store of
glycogen. As glycogen stores in crustacean muscle are opposite to vertebrates, for which
the method was developed, differentiation becomes reduced. Whilst these glycolytic

stains can account for the distribution and amount of glycogen stored in each of the fibre
types (Morin and McLaughlin, 1973), they cannot be used to detennine anaerobic burst

activity.

In conclusion, the method used to detennine contractile speed was mATPase, method 2

(Mykles, !988) without pre-incubation and employing an incubation temperature of

24°C (room temperature) at pH 9.4 for 30 minutes. The stain used for fatigue resistance
was NADH-TR with an incubation temperature of 37'C, at pH 7.4 for 30 minutes. No

stain was used to indicate glycolytic activity or glycogen stores, as the stains could not be
developed appropriately for the yabby, Cherax a/bidus, within the scope of this work.
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3.0 METHODOLOGY
3.1 General Methodology
'

3.1.1 Animals
Adult male and female yabbies (Cherax albidus) of 25 - 45 mm ocular carapace length
(OCL) were obtained from either Mulataga Proprietary Ltd., Cannington, Western

Australia, or from a farming dam in Wagin, Western Australia. Over the course of the
study, approxim<!tely 80 experimental animals were kept individually in one of;
•

2 or 4 litre ice-cream containers

•

20 litre fish tanks

•

19 L compartment in a large, aerated and filtered fish tank of volume, 6237 L.

The 19 L compartments were assembled in the large fish tank using clear perspex
dividers. The tank was first filled with tap water and left to stand for 48 hours enabling

dissolved impurities to evaporate out of the water prior to adding the animals. Two
dividers (2130 x 37 em) were assembled to fit down the length of the tank, effectively
dividing the tank into three compartments.

Ten dividers (6lx 37 em) were assembled

across the existing dividers effectively making 33, 19 L compartments. The smaller
dividers had 21 holes, !em in diameter to facilitate oxygen flow from one end of the tank
with the pump, to the other. The water level was 48 em, and the pump was situated
above the dividers, enabling the flow of water over the top to all areas of the tank.

Grates with squares approximately one centimetre in diameter were weighted on top of

the dividers to prevent animals escaping from their assigned compartments whilst not
inhibiting the circulation of dissolved oxygen. Approximately four centimeters of gravel
was spread over the base of the tank (suspended by a filter covered in shade-cloth).
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The two or four litre ice·cream containers were filled with a 50/50 ratio of dc·ionized
water to tap water, whilst the 20 litre fish tanks were filled with tap water and left for 24

hours prior to adding the animals. Gravel was added to a thickness of at lea'it five

millimetres to each tank and container.

Animal shelters were made from PVC pipe of six and Jt em in diameter and 12 em in
length. All animals were fed ad libitum approximately three times per week on a variety
of food consisting of chicken pellets, corn, cauliflower, broccoli, potato, carrot and peas.

Environmental conditions were carefully selected and controlled to optimize moulting
frequency, as yabbies moult less frequently in winter (Lake and Sokol, 1986). These

conditions included controlled light, feeding and temperature regimes.

The water

temperature was kept at 20°C to 24°C. As yabbies are sensitive to photoperiod, 14 hours
of weak light and I 0 hours of darkness were used.

3. 1.2 MOULT STAGING

Moult stages and sub-stages were selected for study at which important physiological

changes associated with muscle atrophy and elongation occur. These stages included;
early pre-moult D1 - Du, where the muscles atrophy; late premoult D1.4

-

D4 ; postmoult

A (approximately 24 hours after a moult), where fibre elongation occurs; and intermoult
C1 - C 2, where muscles are comparatively, physiologically quiescent (Table I. 1).

Moult stages were determined via uropod setal development, a method devised by
Burton and Mitchell (1987) in determining the moult stages of Cherax a/bidus (Fig. I. 1).
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Prior to examination, yabbies were placed on crushed ice to render them inactive. A
small triangle ( 1-2 mm) was cut from the apical quarter of the uropod, placed on a slide,
and covered wilh distilled water and a cover slip. The setae were then examined using a
compound microscope at ten and 40 times objective magnification.

All animals were moult staged shortly after being purchased and monitored at periods
depending on the initial moult-stage. As animals neared pre-moult, they were monitored
more closely, as the time spent the premoult stages is minimal in comparison to
intermoult (Table 3.1).

After a moult, animals were sacrificed within 24 hours.

Likewise, when yabbies were identified in the other strategic stages they were sacrificed
and stored (section 3.1.3).
Table 3.1. Mean time spent in each moult stage for the yabby Cherax a/bidus (days).

Moult
sub·stage

Intermoult
mean

s.d.

c,

33

16

c,

t5

7

Early Premoult
mean

s.d

o,,

t5

·s

01.2

2

t

Du~

3

I

Late Premoult

Early Postmoult

mean

s.d.

A

1.7

0.7

B

1.5

0.5

mean

s.d.

01.4

3

2

o,

I

I

0 3 and D4*

0.5

t

"' Mean duration for stages 0 3 and 0 4 were the same
(Modified from Burton and Mitchell, 1987)
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3.1.3 TISSUE PREPARATION
3.1.3.1 Animal Sacrificing
Prior to being sacrificed, animals were kept on ice for 20 minutes to render them
inactive. Upon expiration of the 20-minute period, animals were placed on tissue paper
and killed by inserting a mounting needle approximately 25 mm behind the eye socket.
Whilst doing so, the tails were held firmly against the bench to prevent tail flipping.

Animals were placed back on ice, and the required measurements were taken using
vernier calipers. Carapace length was measured using OCL and animals were weighed.
Claws measurements were taken as for West et al., 1992, from the tip of the fixed dactyl
to the base of the dactylopodite (Fig. 3.1).
Figure 3.1 . Schematic diagram indicating areas delineating claw length measurement. Measurement was
taken between the blue arrows. Approximate size and position of the closer muscle apodeme indicated by
dashed line.
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..............
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,

(Modified from West et al., 1992)

3.1.3.2 Preparation of Muscle Samples
• Abdomen
Whole abdominal segments (segments 1 and 2) were cut from the animals and divided
medially (Fig. 3.2). Each half segment was then mounted on cork with gum tragacanth ,
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and snap-frozen in melting isopentane precooled in liquid nitrogen . Muscle samples
were immersed in isopentane for a period of one minute, then wrapped in aluminum foil
and stored at -86 °C until sectioning.
Figure 3.2. Abd ominal muscle segments 1-5 of the yabby, Cherax albidus. Segment numbers have been
indicated. Blue arrows indicate segments used . Scale bar = 15 mm .

• Claw
The claw was removed from the animal at the base of the dactylopodite. The claw was
then cut into distal and proximal halves.

Large claws were also divided medially

between the fixed and moveable dactyl. Respective segments were frozen and stored as
for the abdomen until required for sectioning.

3.1 .3.3 Muscle Sectioning
Muscle samples were placed in a Tissue-Tek cryostat at- 20°C, and left for 30 minutes
until equilibration to- 20°C, and for the evaporation of isopentane from the muscle. The
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muscle, mounted on cork was fixed to a cryostat chuck (at- 20°C) with gum tragacanth.
Serial transverse sections of 16

~min

thickness were cut from the claw and abdominal

segments. Sections from the proximal and distal regions of the claw and one abdominal
segment were mounted together on one slide to minimize staining differences and
facilitate comparisons. Sections were left to air dry for a period of one to two hours at
RT (24°C), prior to staining.

3.1.4 HISTOCHEMICAL STAL~S

Three histochemical stains were routinely used; rnATPase (modified from Mykles, 1988)
was used to predict contractile speed, NADH-TR (modified from Dubowitz and Brooke,
1973) was used to establish fatigue resistance, and H&E (modified from Pearse, 1972)

was used to visualize general structural characteristics (Chapter 2.0).

3.2 Data Collection and Analysis
3.2.1 DATA COLLECTION

Photographs of suitable sections were taken using an Olympus dissecting microscope at
various magnifications with 100 exposure day film, developed professionally. A ruler
was photographed with each of the sections for scale. Photographs were scanned using
an (scanner) in Microsoft Adobe Photoshop 4.0 and the size increased by 200%,
enabling identification numbers to be allocated to each fibre. This enabled the labeling

and measurement of individual fibres (which would otherwise be too small), hence
facilitating the comparison of staining intensities for mATPase and NADH-TR and fibre
diameters for individual fibres in a muscle.
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In determining fibre diameter, the NADH-TR stain was used, as the periphery of the
fibres were obvious (Fig. 4.2b and 4.3b). The diameter of fibres in the abdomen, and
distal and proximal parts of the claw were measured on the original photographic image

using vernier calipers with reference to the allotted fibre numbers on the scanned image.
Up to 394 fibres were measured per claw region, as originally, all the fibres in each distal
and proximal region were measured. This number was later reduced to approximately
100 fibres in each distal and proximal part of the claw, provided that 100 fibres were

present. Abdominal muscle fibre characteristics were determined from the deep (fast)
and superficial (slow) flexor muscles. Less abdominal muscle fibres were measured due
to both the size of the fast fibres, and the difficulty in determining the periphery of some
fibres.

Only a representative sample of S1 and S2 fibres from the superficial flexor

muscle were measured, however this always constituted more than ten.

Muscle fibres were measured to 0.1 mm, using the 'measurement of the lesser fibre
diameter'. This method is defined as the maximum diameter across the Jesser aspect of
the fibre, and is designed to overcome the distortion which occurs when a muscle is cut
obliquely (Dubowitz et a/., i 985) (Fig. 3.3).

The data was then entered into a

spreadsheet (Microsoft Excel, version 6.0, 1997).

The staining intensities of each muscle fibre were determined microscopically, using the
scanned image as a reference for fibre identification.
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Figure 3.3. Measurement of the lesser fibre diameter. Arrows indicate where measurements were taken in
the circumstances of; and ideal section (red); oblique section (blue), and; kinking of the muscle fibre
(black) .

---------·
·----~
(Dubowitz eta/., 1985)

3.2.2 D ATA ANALYSIS
3.2.2.1 Fibre Diameter
After the raw data for fibre diameter was entered into a spreadsheet, the scale was
converted from mmi rnetres to micrometres. This data was entered into SPSS -X and
several statistical analyses pe1formed.

Mean fibre diameter with 95% confidence

intervals, were determined for each muscle sample. Graphs of the data were created in
Microsoft Excel 6.0, 1997.

3.2.2.2 Staining Characteristics
Staining intensities were categorized into light, intermediate and dark for both mATPase
and NADH-TR. These were entered into a spreadsheet alongside fibre number and fibre
diameter. In . doing so, a matrix of fibre characteristics was constructed for each
.

.

numbered fibre in the abdomen, and proximal and distal parts of the claw for each
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animal at interrnoult, early premoult, late premoult, and early postmoult.

Data wa"i

sorted in Excel according to mATPase staining intensities. Fibres grouped into types
based on percentages of light, intennediate and dark staining intensities for mATPase
were calculated for individual fibres in the respective muscle parts.
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4.0 RESULTS
Vast changes occurred in the claw muscle over the moult cycle, whereas the abdomen
remained relatively unaffected. Whilst all parts of the claw were significantly affected

by moulting, distal fibres were affected to a much greater degree. Immense changes in
cellular morphology and decreases in fibre diameter were evident in the premoult stages,
with increased variability at postmoult. Fibre type distributions exhibited slight variation
over the moult cycle.

4.1 General Muscle Characteristics
4.1.1 GROSS MORPHOLOGY

Although moult staging, using uropod setal development is the most accurate way of

determining moult stage, it did not always match other characteristics indicative of moult
stage. Yabby exoskeletal hardness (a less reliable measure of moult stage) varied in

intermoult yabbies, however it was usually considerably hard for most of the time.

The yabby claw is composed of a large pinnate muscle mass, most of which constitutes
the closer muscle. The fibres of this muscle mass are oriented from the closer muscle
apodeme to both the dorsal and ventral sides of the claw (Figure 4.la).

Slow muscle fibres in the superficial flexor abdominal muscle of the yabby, Cherax

albidus were oriented ventrally, from the anterior to the posterior ends of each
abdominal segment; one to five. (Figs. 1.2 and 4.1 b). Conversely, the orientation of fast
fibres in the deep flexor muscle were extremely variable. The deep flexor muscle fibres
constituted the bulk of the abdominal muscle mass (Fig. 4.1 b).
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Figure 4.1a. Schematic diagram of the gross morphology of the yabby claw viewed from the distal end,
indicating the orientation of closer muscle fibres . Blue arrow indicates closer muscle apodeme. Red arrow
indicated dorsal surface. Black arrow indicates ventral surface.

Figure 4.1b. Fibre orientation of abdominal deep fl exor (blue arrow) and superficial fl exor (red arrow)
muscles of the second abdominal muscle segment. (stained with NADH-TR). Scale Bar = 2.5mm .

4.1.2 FIBRE TYPE CHARACTERISTICS
A range of fibre type characteristics was observed in the claw and abdominal muscles of
the yabby, Cherax albidus. Two major fibre types, that of fast and slow, were identified.
.

.

In addition, two slow fibre sub types were identified in both the claw and abdominal
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muscle, however were only consistently present in the abdominal superficial flexor
muscle (Fig. 4.2).

Intermoult, abdominal deep flexor muscle contained only the fast

fibre type whilst abdominal superficial flexor muscles contained only S 1 and S 2 sub-fibre
types (Fig. 4.2). The claw muscle contained predominantly fast fibres (Fig. 4.3).
Figure 4.2 mATPase (a) and NADH-TR (b) staining characteristics of deep and superficial tlexor
abdominal muscles at intermoult. Scale bar = 260 IJ.m. Black arrows indicate superficial fl exor muscle.
B lue arrows indicates deep flexor muscle. Red arrows indicate connective tissue.

a.

b.

so
Figure 4.3. rnATPase (a), NADH-TR (b) and H&E (c) staining characteristics of intermoult claw muscle .
a. rnATPase. Scale bar= 74)..lm.

b. NADH-TR. Black arrows indicate folds in section. Scale bar =74)lm.
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c. H&E. (nuc lei indicated by black arrows) Scale bar= 37 11m.

Table 4.1 . Fibre type characteristics of the claw and abdomen (fast contractile impaired was only
observed in claw muscle) .

.
Histochemical staining

Fibre Type

Fibre Diameter

mATPase activity

NADH-TR

Fast

hi gh

low

large

Fast (co ntract ile impaired)

low

low

large

s1

hi gh

hi gh

small

s2

low

high

small

The fast fibre type consistently stained dark for mATPase, and light for NADH-TR, with a
large mean fibre diameter in both c]aw and abdominal muscle, although abdominal fast
fibres were much larger than those in the claw (Table 4.1) (section 4.2 .3, 4.3 .3). Fast
(contracti le impaired) fibres exhibited fast fibre characteristics with the exception of low
mATPase activity (hence the term 'contracti le impaired' ). The slow fibre sub types (S 1 and

I
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S 2) of both the claw and abdomen differed in mATPase staining, with the S1 slow sub-fibre
type staining dark for mATPase consistent with fast fibres, whilst the S2 sub-fibre type
stained very lightly for mATPase (Fig. 4.3b and Table 4.1 ). In both claw and abdominal
muscle, NADH-TR staining the slow fibre types stained dark and had a small mean fibre

diameter, in contrast to the fast fibre characteristics (Fig. 4.2b, Table 4.1 ). However,
veripheral NADH-TR staining of abdominal deep and superficial flexor fibres was much
more variable than in the claw (Figs. 4.2b and 4.3b).

H&E stained mainly pink/orange over the fibre surface of all fibre types, whilst the
nuclei stained blue (Fig. 4.3c).

4.1.3 FmRE SPLITI1NG
Several forms of fibre splitting were observed in yabby claw and abdominal muscles.
Some forms were common to both muscles, and others were not (Table 4.2, Figs. 4.4a-i).

Fibres undergoing Type I fibre splitting exhibited normal mATPase activity and light
NADH-TR staining.

These fibres also showed an extensive membranous network

throughout the fibres, and varied from polygonal to angular. Few nuclei were observed
in these fibres. These fibres persisted in a distinct strip of variable width, along the

central region of the claw, oriented across the apodeme, dorsally to ventrally. These were
not observed in abdominal muscle.
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Figure 4.4. Types of fibre splitting observed in the claw closer and abdominal muscles over the moult
cycle, indicating diffuse NADH-TR staining and angular fibres.

4.4 a. Type I fibre splitting observed in the claw closer muscle, stained with NADH-TR. Scale bar= 74
~m.

Single or multiple splits across polygonal fibres characterized Type 2 fibre splitting.
Two forms of this kind were observed, in claw muscle and supelficial flexor abdominal
muscle, named Type 2a and 2b (Figs . 4.4 band c)

Type 2a splitting was characterized where a single split occurred, effectively splitting a
single fibre into two (Fig. 4.4b).

NADH-TR stained darker across this split, beginning

at the peripheral membranes , progressing towards the centre.

Nuclei were often

observed along the septum. Type 2a splitting occurred in the fast fibres of the claw, and
abdominal slow fibres (predominantly S 1).
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4.4 b. Type 2a fibre splitting observed in the claw closer muscle, stained with NADH-TR. Black arrows
indicates mitochondria progressing toward the centre of the fibre along the septum. Scale bar= 37 f..Lm .

Type 2b fibre splitting was characterized where multiple splits existed across fibres,
effectively splitting a single fibre into several (Fig. 4.4c). These splits or septa, appeared
to be associated witli extensions of sarcolemmal clefts across fibres. NADH-TR also
invaginated across the septa, delineating the membrane of the new fibres (Fig. 4.4c).
Nuclei were more abu ndant at the splits. This splitting were observed in fast fibres of
the claw , but was prominent in slow abdominal fibres (predomjnantly S 2).

Type 3 splitting occurred in both claw and abdominal muscle. In claw muscle the fibres
undergoing Type 3 splitting appeared elongated. NADH-TR characteristically stained
dark in the cross-striations of the fibre (Fig. 4.4d and e). This was observed in H&E,
however not obvious in the mATPase stain. The cross-striations stained were mainly
linearly arranged, extending from one side of the fibre to the other (Fig. 4.4d and e).
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4.4 c. Type 2b fibre splitting, observed in the claw closer muscle indicating many splits delineating the
perimeter of new fibres (black arrows). Stained with NADH-TR. Scale bar= 37 j.l.m.

At these regions , the sarcolemmal membrane appeared invaginated. Type 3 splitting was
observed both claw and abdominal muscle, however much more evident in claw muscle.

4.4 d. Type 3 fibre splitting observed in the claw closer muscle stained with NADH-TR. Blue arrows
indicate cross-striations accompanied by invaginated fibre periphery. Scale bar= 74 j.l.m.
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4.4 e. Close-up of Type 3 fibre splitting observed in the claw closer muscle. Black arrows indicate crossstriations. Scale bar= 37 1-LITI.

\
Type 4 fibre splitting was similar to Type 3, however NADH-TR did not appear to be
staining in cross striations. Rather, several darkened bands appeared across elongated
fibres that did not appear to be associated with invagination of the sarcolemmal
membrane. These bands stained darker for mATPase, NADH-TR, and H&E, however
was more extensive in the claw than the abdomen (Fig 4.4 f and g). In addition, the
darkened bands were often not linearly arranged across the fibre, and appeared to be very
thick and dark, where fibres had just split or were almost split (Fig.4.4f and g). Type 4
splitting was observed in both elongated claw muscle fibres and normal abdominal
muscle fibres. However, like Type 3 splitting this was much Jess extensive in abdominal
muscle.
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4.4 f. Type 4 fibre splitting observed in the claw closer musc le, stained with NADH-TR. Scale bar= 74
~m.

Blue arrows indicate darkened bands. Red arrow indicates apodeme.

4.4 g. Type 4 fibre splitting observed in the deep flexor abdominal muscle. Scale bar =125

~m.

Black arro ws indicate darkened bands.

I

Type 5 fibre splitting was characterized by the formation of gaps between myofibrillar
bundles throughout fibres and was only observed in the abdominal fast fibres (Fig. 4.4h
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and i). This splitting did not always persist over entire fibres. mATPase, NADH-TR and
H&E did not stain in these spaces, However NADH-TR occasionally stained into some
sarcolemmal clefts in splitting fibres moreso than in normal fibres (Fig. 4.4h and i).
Nuclei were more profuse in over the face of the regions that were splitting.
4.4h. Type 5 fibre splitting observed in deep flexor abdominal muscle stained with H&E. Black arrows
indicate gaps in fibres . Note nuclei throughout (Blue arrow). Scale bar = 125

~m

4.4 i. Type 5 fibre splitting observed in deep flexor abdominal muscle, stained with NADH-TR. Scale
bar= 150

~m.
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Table 4.2. Types of fibre splitting observed, in yabby claw and abdominal muscle.

Type of
Solitting

Muscle(s)

Fibre Shane

Cellular Characteristics

Occurrence

Type 1
(Fig 4.4a)

Claw

Polygonal at intermouh postmoult &
angular at premoult and postmoult

Normal mATPase activity. Diffuse
peripheral NADH-TR staining.
Membranous system extensive within
the fibre.

Mid region, in a distinct band across the
apodeme dorsally to ventrally.

Type 2a

Abdomen and claw

Polygonal

Staining unchanged. Single split across

Claw - random

a fibre.

(Fig. 4.4 b)

Abdomen - superficial muscle fibres

Type 2b
(Fig. 4.4 c)

Type3

Abdomen and claw

Polygonal

Claw- random
Abdomen- superficial flexor muscle fibres
(mainly S 2 )

Claw

Elongated

Normal mATPase activity. NADH-TR
staining, dark in cross-striations across
fibres. Sarcolemn1al membrane
invaginated at these regions.

Associated with the upodeme at late premoull
and postmoult, whilst appeared random at
early premoult.

Abdomen and claw

Elongated

mATPase activity ant.l NADH-TR
staining, dark in banded regions. Fibres
appeared to he separated at these
regions.

Claw - Associated with the apodeme at la1e
premoult and postmoult, whilst appeared
random at early premoult.

(Figs. 4.4 d
and e)

l'JP04

Staining largely unchanged (NADH-TR
invaginated into some clefts), Many
splits across a fibre.

(figs. 4.4 f
and g)

Abdomen- random distribution in deep flexor
muscle fibres

Type 5
(Figs. 4.4 h
and i)

Abdomen

Normal

No staining in spaces between
myofibrilar bundles. No major changes
in staining aside from this.

Random
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4.2 Claw Muscle Characteristics over the Moult Cycle
4.2.1 GROSS MORPHOLOGY
4.2.1. 1 Intermoult
Gross morphological characteristics were not consistent within the intermoult stage
(encompassing sub-stages C 1 and C2).

The exoskeleton varied from soft/firm at early

intermoult, to hard at the later intermoult stage. At mid to late intermoult, closer muscle
consistency was watery, and holes persisted distally.

At the early intermoult stage, holes

were observed throughout the muscle, however were not as extensive as those observed at
postmoult (Fig. 4.5, Table 4.3).
Figure 4.5 . Whole di ssected claw in T.S. viewed distally towards the proximal region . Red arrows
indicate holes in muscle tissue. Scale bar= 45 mm.

4.1.1.2 Early Premoult
At early premoult, the hardness of the exoskeleton was considerably variable, however
the remaining characteristics were consistent throughout this stage; the claw muscle was
slightly watery and holes in the muscle only persi sted distally (Table 4 .3) .
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Table 4.3. Gross morphological characteristics in the claw closer muscle over the mouh cycle.

Morphological
Characteristics

Exoskeleton

Muscle consistency

Muscle continuity

Intermoult

Early Premoult

Late Premoult

Postmoult

Early c,

MidC 1

MidC2

Early 0 1

Mid0 1

01.2

0,.4

D,

D,

Yl

Y2

Y3

soft-finn

finn

hard

finn

soft

finn-soft

soft

son

soft

verv soft

verv soft

vc:rv soft

very

slightly

slightly

slightly

oot

oot

oot

watery

wa1ery

watery

slightly
watery

slightly

wa1ery

watery

watery

Wa!CI)'

wa1ery

very watery

very watery

very watery

holes

holes
distally

holes
distally

holes
distally

holes
distally

holes
distally

holes
no holes

no holes

no holes

throughout

holes
lhroughoul

holes
lhroughout

N/A

N/A

absent

absent

absent

fully

NIA

N/A

N/A

throughout
(•)

New integument

N/A

fully fonned
distally !hen
thinned towards

formed

nroximal rc •ion

(* although holes persisted throughout the claw muscle, it was not to _the extent of that in post moult claw muscle).
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4.2.1.3 Late Premoult

At late premoult, all gross morphological characteristics were consistent. The exoskeleton
was soft and in contrast to the other stages, the muscle was continuous (no cavities were
observed in the muscle) and it was not watery (Table 4.3). After removal of the outer

integument, the new integument was observed partia11y formed beneath the existing one that
appeared to have firstly fonned distally, which then progressed towards the proximal region
(Table 4.3). The fonnation of the new integument in the abdomen appeared consistent with
the development proximally in the claw.

4.2.1.3 Postmoult

At postmoult, gross morphological characteristics were also consistent (Table 4.3). The
exoskeleton was very soft and the claw muscle was very watery, with large holes persisting

throughout the muscle mass.

4.2.2

CELLULAR MORPHOLOGY

4.2.2.1 Intennoult

Cellular morphology was largely uniform between individuals, and was consistent with the
external morphological characteristics. At intermoult, a small to large gap existed between
the opener and closer muscle in all intermoult individuals, consistent with gross morphology
(section 4.2.1, Fig. 4.5). Little connective tissue persisted and fibres were tightly packed.
Oval shaped nuclei were sparsely distributed throughout the fibres and at the periphery

(evident in the H&E stain). Distal and proximal regions were similar.
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In all intennoult individuals, claw closer muscle fibres were mainly polygonal, hence fibre
shape was considered 'normal'. The apodeme was fully formed extending across the muscle,
and a nonnal, thin distribution of mitochondria was evident around the peripheral
sarcolemma, indicated by NADH-TR staining.

4.2.2.2 Early Premoult
Although fibre diameters of individuals were variable at early premoult, cellular morphology
was largely consistent, with an apparent trend in cellular morphological changes from the
early to late stages of early premoult (Table 4.4.). Many of the features observed were most
prominent distally. Particularly noticeable, was the lesser extent of connective tissue

proliferation, and less peripheral fibre groups had broken away from the main muscle mass in
the proximal area of the claw.
•

Connective Tissue and Nuclei

A feature observed at early premoult that was distinctive from intennoult was a small amount
of peripheral, connective tissue proliferation. Although the extent of proliferation varied
slightly between individuals (related to moult sub-stage), it was still obviously different from
the intennoult stage in which connective tissue was mostly non-existent. Proliferation of
nuclei and connective tissue was most evident at the muscle periphery and around groups of
peripheral fibres that had separated from the main muscle mass (Fig. 4.6a and b).

'll
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Table 4.4. Cellular morphological characteristics of claw muscle at early premoult. Characteristics occurred more extensively in the distal region.

Cellular Momholoe:v

Earlv 0 1

MidD1

01.2

Connective tissue (C.T) proliferation
and sarcolemmal nuclei.

Very small amount of C.T evident.
Nuclei more abundant and slightly
swollen within fibres. More swollen
nuclei around peripheral fibres.

A small degree ofC.T. proliferation,
mainly around muscle periphery and
peripheral groups of fibres containing
swollen nuclei. Nuclei more abundant.

around muscle periphery and peripheral
groups of fibres containing swollen

Considerably tightly packed. Peripheral
fibres breaking away in groups from the
main muscle mass. Not quite as extensive
as in Dn.

Considerably tightly packed. Peripheral
fibres breaking away in groups. Not quite
as extensive as in Du. Cental muscle
mass senaratinl! alonl! aoodeme.

Fibre arrangement

Moderate C.T. proliferation, mainly
nuclei. Nuclei more abundant.
Considerably tightly packed with
peripheral fibres breaking away in
groups. Central muscle mass
seoarntin!! alon!! anodeme.

Fibre shanP.

Perioheral fibres more rounded, narticularlv those broken off into erouos. Tvoe I snliuine fibres more aneular than at intennoult.

Anodeme characteristics

Slh!ht se!!mentation of the aoodeme

Peripheml NADH-TR staining

Internal cellular material- scattering I
loss I addition

Fibre splitting
(section 4.2.3)

NADH-TR staining thick at the periphery
of some fibres.

NADH-TR staining very thick at the periphery in parts. Other areas unstained.

No loss or scattering except for small holes in peripheral fibres.

Type I, Type 2a, Type 3 (Type 4 in few
fibres).

Peripheral groups of myofibrils or other
cellular material was scattered amongst
C.T. closely associated with clusters of
swollen nuclei; internal and
extmccllular.

Type I, Type 2a, Type 3, Type 4.
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Figure 4.6a Peripheral rounded fibres broken off from the main muscle mass stained with H&E.

Blue arrows indicate vesicular nuclei. Black arrows indicate direction of main muscle mass. Scale bar= 150
j..lm.

•

.

Swollen nuclei were observed in clusters amongst connective tissue, and observed in
highest concentrations where fibres had begun to separate from the main central muscle
mass, and where myofibrils had been lost and scattered from previously intact fibres
(mainly peripheral) (Figs. 4.6 a and b). Such nuclei were more rounded in comparison to
intermoult sarcolemmal nuclei and stained blue at the periphery with H&E with large
vacuoles (Figs. 4.6a and b) . Internal nuclei had become more abundant and slightly
swollen.
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Figure 4.6.b. Internal nuclei profusion and swelling at early premoult stained with H&E. Blue arrows
indicate nuclei. Scale bar= 74 ~m.

•

Fibre Shape and Arrangement

Muscle fibres at early premoult were tightly packed as in the intermoult stage, however
several peripheral groups of fibres had broken away from the main muscle mass and were
more rounded (Fig4.6a). This was more extensive in the one individual CD1.2) in which
more fibres had broken into groups . The fibres of two individuals (mid D 1 and D1.2) had
begun separating along the apodeme.
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•

Apodeme characteristics

The apodeme was segmented in a few regions . In these regions, fibres penetrated through
the breaks in the apodeme (Fig. 4.7). Segmentation was slightly more extensive later in
early premoult.

Figure 4.7 Apodeme segmentation at early premoult stained with NADH-TR. Scale bar= 150 j..lm.

•

NADH-TR peripheral staining

Another interesting feature, also not observed at intermoult, was increased peripheral
NADH-TR staining. Whilst this occurred in only some fibres at the early to mid sub-stages
of early premoult (early to mid D 1), it was more extensive at the later stage (D1.2). At this
sub-stage some fibres with increased peripheral staining appeared to have begun
disintegrating in parts where their contents appeared to merge (Fig. 4.8) .

..
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Figure 4.8. Changes in peripheral NADH-TR staining in fast claw muscle fib res. Scale bar= 74 J.l.m.

0

•

Internal cell ul ar material- scattering I loss I addition

Scattering of internal cellular material (possibly myofibrils) had commenced in the
peripheral fibres of one individual (D1.2), where cellul ar material had entered the
extracellular space via what appeared to be open membranes and also from the ends of
fibres , associated with increased NADH-TR staining (Figs. 4.8). In the remaining yabbies
(early to mid D 1) no Joss of cellular material was observed.
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4 .2.2.3 Late Premoult
Extensive cellul ar morphological changes were observed ·in the late premoult period. These
changes were largely consistent between individuals. The most prominent effects were
evident distally where very few fibres persisted. Significant changes also occurred in the
proximal region.

•

Con nective T issue and Nuclei

Cellul ar morphological characteristics were largely consistent between late premoult
individuals. Connective tissue proliferation was extensive with scattered cellular material ,
particularly in the distal region, covering at least most of the area occupied by intact fibres
in previous moult stages (Tab le 4.5).

A very interesting observation was that in one

individual (D 1.4) no intact muscle fibres persisted at all in the distal region (Fig. 4.9).

Figure 4.9. Distal region of the claw at late premoult showing the complete absence of intact muscle fibres,
stained with NADH-TR. Apod eme indicated by Blue arrow. Scale bar= 645 ).lm.
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Distally, in all individuals, connective tissue (or other material) was densest in a band
around the periphery of the claw muscle area, which was concentrated with swollen nuclei .
This peripheral region and stained very dark for NADH-TR.

Cellular material and/or

connective tissue was also dispersed throughout (Fig. 4.1 Oa- c).
Figure 4.10. Staining characteristics of late premoult distal claw muscle fibres in serial section stained with
mATPase (a), NADH-TR (b), and H&E (c) . Black arrows indicate the area devoid of intact muscle fibres.
a. Scale bar = 700 IJ.m.

.\
J.

\
b. Scale bar= 670 IJ.m .

s~

I
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c. Scale bar = 724

~lm .

In the proximal region, connective tissue or other material was dispersed throughout and
cellular material was evident along the apodeme, concentrated with the swollen nuclei. In
both regions where fibres were present, swollen nuclei persisted throughout the fibres in
proportions similar to early premoult.

•

Fibre Shape and Arrangement

The bulk of the muscle fibres present were in the proximal region and of variable shape,
including the normal polygonal fibres in addition to angular, rounded, and elongated fibres
(Fig. 4 .11 ). The elongated fibres were first observed at this stage and extended from the
apodeme to the periphery (Fig. 4.1 1; Table 4.15). Fibres were considerably tightly packed
in both distal and proximal regions (where present) (Figs. 4.11; 4.1 0).
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Figure 4.11. Proximal claw muscle fibre shape and arrangement at late premoult stained with NADH-TR.
Indicating highly variable NADH-TR peripheral staining. Black arrows indicate apodeme . Scale bar= 170
)lm.

•

Apodeme Characteristics

The closer muscle apodeme was significantly reduced in length in the distal regions of all
late premoult yabbies avd appeared to be situated at the periphery of the muscle mass (Figs.
4.9c; 4.1 Oa-c). In the proximal region, apodemes were present, but segmented and slightly
reduced (Table 4.5) .

•

Peripheral NADH-TR staining

Peripheral NADH-TR staining was extremely variable and often extremely thick,
particularly at the ends of extended fibres (Figs. 4.8 and 4.11). This was mainly evident in
the proximal regions, as few fibres persisted distally (Table 4 .5) . Cellular material was
breaking away in these regions and appeared to be getting dispersed amongst connective
tissue.
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Tobie 4.5. Cellular morphological ch.3.racteristics of claw muscle at late premoull, detailed in three sub-stages.

D,

I

Cellular Morphology

Du

Connective tissue pro1iferation and
sarcolemmal nuclei

Extensive connective tissue proliferation
interspersed with many clusters of swollen
nuclei throughout the distal region. C.T.
appeared to constitute the whole muscle
area in the dis1al region.

Extensive connective tissue proliferation interspersed with many large clusters of
swollen nuclei, within, between, and outside of fibres. C.T. constituted the majority
of the muscle area distally.

No fibres present distally (in one animal).

Few fibres present distally, whils! more persisted in the proximal region. The number

Fibre Arrangement

In the proximal region the majority of fibres
constituted the main central mass in which
fibres were tightly packed. Number of
fibres was reduced from previous stages.

'

Fibre Shape
Apodeme Characteristics
NADH-TR peripheral staining
Internal ceiiular material- scattering
/Joss I addition

Fibre Splitting
(section 4.2.3)

D,

of fibres was still reduced from the previous stages. Fibres present were reasonably
tightly packed.

Variahle fibre shape- rounded. angular, Iaterallv extended
Highly reduced in the distal

re~ion-

periphernl. Present in proximal region, not so reduced.

Peripheral NADH-TR staining was extreme! variable, and often extremely thick, whilst in other parts of the fibre this not evident.
All imemal material degraded or scattered
amongr.t connective tissue. No intact fibres
distally. Proximally- most peripheral fibres
lost internal cellular material.

Distally- the majority of distal internal material lost and scattered. Some intact fibres
remained.
Proximally- more intact fibres remaining, hut internal material from peripheral fibres
scanered.

Type 2a and 2b, Type 3 and Type 4. Splitting was not so extensive in the proximal region (except type I). Type 3 and 4 spliuing
mainlv around the apodeme. Extensive in distal region.
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•

Interna l cellular material

The majority of the distal internal cellular structures, possibly myofibrils were dispersed
amongst connective tissue in association with the intense peripheral staining of NADH-TR
(Figs. 4.8 and 4.12).

Figure 4.12. Dispersion of cellular material associated with increased variability in NADH-TR staining in
claw muscle at late premoult. Scale bar= 74 IJ.m.

This was most evident in the proximal region. Some fibres stained very lightly for H&E
and were also filled with, and surrounded by swollen nuclei or other structures.

These

fibres appeared to be devoid of other internal cellular material (Fig. 4.13). Likewise, these
were also observed mainly in the proximal region .
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Figure 4.13. Claw closer muscle fibres at late premoult staining light for H&E and filled with nuclei or other
structures. Red arrows indicate fibres staining light for H&E (Hyaline fibres) . Scale bar= 125 !lm.

4.2.2.4 Postmoult
A postmoult, cellular morphology was consistent between two individuals , whilst the
remaining was different. The proximal region of the claw resembled the intermoult
condition (in two individuals) , whilst the distal region did not.

•

Connective Ti ssue and Nuclei

Connective tissue was sparsely distributed in the proximal region , but more so distally. It
appeared more concentrated at the periphery.

Swollen nuclei were concentrated at the

periphery and at the apodeme in both proximal and distal regions of the claw (Fig. 4.14a
and b).

.·.
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The proximal region of two individuals resembled the intermoult condition , whilst the
proximal region of Y l , resembled the distal regions of the previous two individuals (Table

4.6) .
Figure 4.14 Concentration of nuclei at the apodeme (a), and the periphery (b), in lhe claw closer muscle at
postmoult.
a. Scale bar = 74 IJ.m.

b. Scale bar= 74 IJ.m .
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Internal nuclei of fibres were reduced m size compared to the late premoult stage,
particularly in the proximal region.

•

Fibre Shape and Arrangement

Proximal muscle fibres of postmoult yabbies were considerably tightly packed (Figs. 4.14 a
and b). Fibre shape was largely uniform, consisting of mainly polygonal fibres in addition
to some elongated fibres. Many more fibres persisted in the proximal region. Fibre shape
was variable distally, with the persistence· of angular and elongated fibres , reaching from the
apodeme to the periphery, resembling the proximal region at late premoult (Fig. 4 .1 1).
Some polygonal fibres persisted and fibre shape was considerably uniform (Fig. 4.14b).
Fibres were not densely packed and not as many persisted as in the proximal region (Table
4.6). In one yabby (Y1) , few fibres persisted and were in close proximity to the apodeme
(Fig. 4.15).

Figure 4.15 . Fibre arrangement of distal postmoult fibres of an individual anima l (Yl), where few fibres
persisted. New carapace (Blue arrow) and apodeme (Black arrow) visib le. Stained with NADH-TR. Scale
bar

= 830 11m.

•

Apndcme Characteristics

The majority of the proximal :.md distal apodemcs appeared normal in that they were
complete (Fig. 4.14). In Yl, where few fibres were present, the apodeme appeared small
but complete, nnd at appeared right angles to its normal orientation (Figs. 4.15).

•

NADH-TR peripheral staining

The NADH-TR peripheral staining resembled the intermoult staining pattern in all proximal
regions. Staining was slightly to moderately variable distally in two individuals. In the
distal region of YI, NADH-TR staining was more variable. Small cells had stained dark
for NADH-TR, between the fibres that appeared to be regenerating from the apodeme and
the apodeme itself (Figs. 4.15 and 4.16).

•

Internal celll!lar ;naterial -scattering /loss I addition

No scattering of cellular material was evident. However, the addition of cellular material
appeared to be occurring around the apodeme in the distal region (Fig. 4.15 and 4.16). This
was particularly evident in one individual where few fibres persisted and were all located in
close proximity to the apodeme.
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Table 4.6. Cellular morphological characteristics of claw muscle at postmoult in individual animals (Y 1, Y2 and Y 3).
'

'

Ciflular Momholoi!:V

Connective tissue proliferation and
sarcolemmal nuclei.

Yl

Y2

I

Y3

Connective tissue was sparsely distributed throughout both proximal and distal regions of the claw, and was mainly
located at the periphery. Connective tissue and swollen nuclei slightly more evident in the distal region. Swollen nuclei
were sparsely distributed throughout the muscle, but concentrated at the periphery and apodeme. Internal nuclei less
swollen.

Fibre Arrangement

Fibres were relatively tightly packed
in the proximal region, but less so in
the distal region. Very few fibres
persisted, and were positioned around
the aoodeme.

Fibres were relatively tightly packed in the proximal region, but less so in the
distal region. More fibres were present in the proximal region of the claw.

Fibre Shape

Fibre shape was considerailly unifonn
and polygonal in the proximal region.
Distal fibres were variable.

Fibre shape was considerably uniform and polygonal in the proximal region,
with some extended fibres. Distally, polygonal, angular and extended fibres
were present.

Apodeme Characteristics

Apodeme normal in proximal region.
Distally, apademe at right angles to
normal orientation.

Apodcme present in both regions

Peripheral NADH-TR staining

Moderately variable distally. Normal
staining in the proximal region.

Normal peripheral staining in proximal and distal regions.

Internal cellular material - scattering I
loss I addition

Distally, a lot of cellular material
concentrated around apodeme and
newly formed fibres. Large spaces in
fibres. Proximal region as for other
individuals (Y2 and Y3).

Some scattered material amongst connective tissue /cellular material.
Otherwise resembles intermouh condition.

Fibre Splitting
(section 4.2.3)

Type 1, Type 2a, Type 2b, Type 3,
Type 4 evident. Type 1 not evident
distally.

Type I. Type 2a, Type 2h, Type 3 and Type 4 in the proximal region. Type I
was not observed in the distal region.

.
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Figure 4.16. Regeneration of fibres at the apodeme (black arrow) in the distal region at postmoult (Y I).

Showing many small structures staining dark for NADH-TR (blue arrow). The apodeme is indicated by
red arrows. Scale bar= 74 11m.

Over the moult cycle, cellular morphological characteristics varied extensively, however
were relatively similar at each moult stage. Most of the new characteristics (effects of
atrophy) were first evident distally at early premoult, and were most extensive at late
premoult.

These effects appeared greatest in the distal region at late premoult.

Although extremely variable, the proximal region did not exhibit changes as extensive
as the distal region.

In addition , at postmoult the proximal region also regained normal

intermoult characteristics to large extent, whilst the distal region exhibited variable
characteristics at postmoult A (24 hours after a moult).
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4.2.3 FIBRE SPLITTING
4.2.3.1 Intermoult

At inrermoult, the proximal region of the claw contained a considerable proportion of
fibres undergoing Type I splitting, which was observed in all of the intermoult
individuals and constituted up to 26 percent of the claw muscle mass (Figs. 4.4a; 4.7).

Type 2a fibres splitting was also evident, but in few fibres at this stage (Fig.
4.4b)(section 4.1.3).

4.2.3.2 Early Premoult
At early premoult approximately 30 percent of the proximal and distal muscle fibres

were splitting. Several forms of fibre splitting were apparent. Type I fibre splitting,
observed at intermoult was extensive at early premoult and observed in both distal and

proximal regions of the claw, and appeared to occur in the highest proportions at this
stage (Fig. 4.4a). Type 2a and Type 3 fibre splitting were also observed in proximal and
distal regions of all early premoult individuals in moderate proportions (Figs. 4.4b, d
and e). Type 4 splitting was also evident, however only in the distal region of one
individual (01.2), and in very few fibres (Fig. 4.4f).

4.2.3.3 Late Premoult
At late premoult, approximately 75 percent of the proximal muscle fibres were splitting.

This percentage was slightly lower and more variable in the distal region; at sub-stage
D1.4, no fibres were present; at sub-stage D 2 approximately 20 percent of the fibres were
splitting, whilst in the remaining individual (D 3), less than 10 percent were splitting
(Figs. 4.10a and c). However, fibre number was low in the distal region (section 4.2.2).
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Interestingly, all types of splitting were apparent with the exception of Type I fibre

splitting that was in moderate to high amounts in the previous stages. Type 2a splitting
was extensive and Type 2b splitting, not evident until this stage was observed in both
distal and proximal fibres in small proportions (Figs. 4.4b and c). Type 3 and Type 4

fibre splitting were extensive and were always attached or in close proximity to the
apodeme at this stage (Figs. 4.11, 4.4 d, e and g). Type 4 however, was particularly

extensive with a significant proportion of elongated fibres separated into several smaller
ones at the darkened regions (Figs. 4.11, 4.4f ).

4.2.3.4 Postmoult
At the postmoult stage, approximately 90 percent of the fibres were splitting in the distal

regions of the claw with the exception of one individual (Yl), where few fibres were
present and only a small amount of Type 4 splitting was evident (Fig. 4.15). The degree

of fibre splitting in the proximal region was lower, with the exception of Type I
splitting that was extensive in two individuals {Y2 and Y3), and in moderate proportions
in the remaining individual (YI) (Fig. 4.4a). At postmoult, these fibres appeared to be
associated with, or splitting off elongated fibres at the apodeme (Fig. 4.17). Type 2a,
Type 2b, fibre splitting were observed in all individuals and was extensive in the distal
region (Figs. 4.4 c). Type 3 and 4 fibre splitting, although evident, were very sparse in
Y I. Type 3 and 4 fibre splitting were mainly observed in the distal region at postmoult,

and exhibited similar characteristics to late premoult. In the proximal region, these
types of fibre splitting were sparse. The proximal regions of the remaining yabbies
exhibited a small amount of Type 3 and type 4 splitting around the apodeme.
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Figure 4.17. Postmoult fibre splitting at the apodeme associated with Type I and Type 2 fibre splitting.
Black arrows indicate the apodeme region. Blue arrow indicates new Type I fibres splitting. Red arrow
indicates fibres undergoing Type 4 splitting. Scale bar= 74

~tm .

Hence it can be concluded that fibre splitting was most extensive in the proximal region
of the claw at late premoult and in the distal region at early postmoult.

The underlying

mechanisms responsible could not be determined using light microscopy.

4.2.4 FIBRE DIAMETER
Fibre diameter variability increased in both the proximal and distal regions of the claw
over the moult cycle. Fibres of the distal region were affected to a greater extent than in
the proximal region, with much larger reductions in fibre diameter (Table 4 .6, Fig.
4.18) .
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Tnble 4.7. Proximal and distal fibre diameter of the claw closer muscle for individual yahhics at each
moult stage ().un). Values are means with 95% conlidcm;c intcrvuls(95t?o C.!.) of n number of fihrcs.

Proxirillll

Moult sub-stuge

Distal

Intcrmou!t
Mean

95% C. I.

n

Mean

95% C. I.

n

Earlv C

263

254-272

196

260

250-269

135

MidC 1

266

251-280

IOU

269

256-281

84

MidC2

317

305-328

100

321

299-357

55

Early Premoult
Early D,

245

239-250

196

187

181-251

176

MidD1

339

321-357

100

300

285-315

92

Du

260

252-268

164

204

195-211

192

Late Premoult
D,

228

2 [ 1-245

]52

NIA

N!A

99

o,

244

232-256

115

199

185-213

64

D,

288

277-?99

168

278

249-307

42

Postmoult (no sub-sta2es)
Yl

219

214-224

100

196

172-220

100

Y2

384

369-397

394

390

377-402

40

Y3

357

347-367

232

257

232-282

75

4.2.4.1. Intermoult
Fibre diameter between intennoult individuals was variable, however proximal and
distal fibre diameters within each of the three intermoult individuals were not
significantly different (p<0.05) (Table 4.7, Fig. 4.18).
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The values for the individuals at late C2. were very different from the other intermoult
individuals (Table 4.7, Fig. 4.18). Such differences in the claw closer muscle fibre

diameter between yabbies was not due to the size of the animals as OCL, weight, and

claw length were similar.

4.2.4.2 Early Premoult

Proximal fibre diameters at early premoult were not significantly different (p<0.05) to
those observed at intennoult (Table 4.7). In every case, distal values were significantly
lower than proximal values (p<0.05) (Table 4.7, Fig. 4.18). Fibre diameter variability

between distal and proximal regions therefore increased significantly at early premoult
(Table 4.7, Fig. 4.18).

4.2.4.3 Late Premoult

At late premoult, proximal fibre diameters became further reduced in two individuals, at
stages D1.4 and D, (Table 4.7, Fig. 4.18). Fibre diameter of the remaining individual at
sub-stageD,, was slightly higher. (Table 4.7).

Distal fibre diameter at sub-stage D2 was significantly lower than the proximal region,

as observed in individuals at the early premoult stage. Distal values for the individual at
D, was smaller than proximal values, but not significantly (Table 4.7, Fig. 4.18). Distal

fibre diameter of the remaining late premoult individual (D 1.4), was zero as no muscle
fibres were observed (section 4.2.2, Fig. 4.9).
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Figure 4.18. Mean proximal and distal fibre diameters for individual yabbies (from the earliest to latest substages) at successive moult stages. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.
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4.2.4.4 Postmoult

Variability in fibre diameter between individuals was greatest at the postmoult stage.
Similarly, variability in the difference between the proximal and distal regions was also the
largest observed (Table 4.7). For two postmoult individuals, proximal and distal values
were close (YI and Y2), whilst in the remaining yabby, these values were very different
(Table 4.7, Fig. 4.18).

In summary, fibre diameter became extremely variable in the successive moult stages after
intennoult (Table 4.7, Fig. 4.18). Values for the distal and proximal regions of the claw
became dissimilar at the premoult stages, but appeared to be returning to the intermoult

condition during postmoult A.

4.2.5 FIBRE TYPE DISTRIBUTION
From early premoult to postmoult, staining characteristics varied from the intermoult
condition. Extensive changes were observed in peripheral NADH-TR staining associated
with atrophy and fibre splitting.
Table 4.8. Mean fibre type distribution of the claw closer muscle at each moult stage(%).
'

Fibre TyPe

Fast

.

s,

Fast (contractil~
· : -imoaired)

s,

Proximal

Distal

Proximal

Distal

Proximal

Distal

Proximal

Distal

Intermoult

IOO

0

0

94

0

2

0

4

Ear_!y Premoult

97

2.5

I

94

t

3

0

I

Late Premoult *

83

7

2

79

t

3

6

I4

Postmoult

96

t

I

96

I

0

I

2

* No

fibres were present in the distal region of one individual, hence only two yabbies were used to

calculate the distal mean fibre type distribution
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4.2.5.1 lntermoult

At intermoult, the proximal region was composed entirely of fast fibres, with a small
proportion of slow fibres only found distolly (Table 4.8).

Slight variation existed

amongst intennoult individuals due to an apparent, slight increase in slow fibre numbers
later in intem1oult.

4.2.5.2 Early Premoult

At early premoult, fibre type proportions were slightly more variable than at the intermoult
stage.

S 1 fibres were evident in small proportions in both distal and proximal regions of

the claw, however slightly higher distally (Table 4.8). The fast (contractile impaired) fibre

type, not observed at intermoult, was evident in small proportions at the early premou\t
stage (Table 4.8).

4.2.5.3 Late Premoult
At late premoult fast fibre type distributions were the lowest of all moult stages,
although the percentage was still significantly high (Table 4.8).

Likewise, the

distribution of S 1, S2 and fast-contractile impaired fibres was highest at this stage.

4.2.5.4 Postmoult
Fibre type proportions became less variable at the postmoult stage. The fast fibre type
made up the entire claw muscle mass in postmoult individuals with the exception of one
proximal region and one distal region of different individuals, effectively reducing the
mean (Table 4.8). Mean distribution of the remaining fibre types were considerably
lower than in the late premoult stage, and similar to the early premoult stage.
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The fast fibre type predominated througho•Jt the moult cycle. However, slight variability
was incurred with the emergence of fastMcontractile impaired fibres.

The highest

variability was evident at the late premoult stage.

4.2.6 SUMMARY

In summary, many extensive changes occurred in the claw muscle over the moult cycle.
Gross morphology varied over the moult cycle with changes in muscle consistency
(water content) and muscle continuity (high continuity equates to a fewer holes in the
muscle). Exoskeletal hardness also varied. Fibre type distribution also varied, with the
emergence of different staining characteristics for some fast fibres (fast-contractile
impaired).

Cellular morphology was extremely variable over the moult cycle. These changes were
evident at early premoult (first distally), and most extensive at late premoult, with the
complete degradation of intact fibres. At postmoult, proximal fibres resembled the
intermoult condition. Distal muscle fibres remained variable, however less so than at
late premoult. In addition, fibre diameter varied significantly. Distal and proximal
regions became dissimilar at early premoult, with distal fibre diameter being effected
most extensively. Fibre diameter variability was most extensive at late premoult.
Although distal and proximal fibre diameters were different at postmoult, values
appeared to be returning to the intennoult condition.

The fast fibre type remained predominate however, similarly to the fast-contractile
impaired fibres, S 1 and Sz fibres also increased and reached a peak at late premoult.
Fibre type distribution resembled intermoult values. Fibre splitting was observed at all
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moult stages, however was most prolific at late pre moult and postmoult. Several types
of splitting weft observed.

4.3 Abdominal Muscle Characteristics over the Moult Cycle
4.3.1

GROSS MORPHOLOGY

Gross morphology of the abdominal muscle was similar at all moult stages with the

exception of exoskeletal hardness, which varied in conjunction with the claw muscle
exoskeletal hardness. The hardness of the exoskeleton was particularly soft at late

prernoult and early postmoult. Muscle consistency was not watery, and no holes were
observed in the muscle at any stage, hence muscle continuity was considered high.

In

addition, at late premoult, the integument was at least partly formed beneath the
exoskeleton at this stage (Table 4.9).

4.3.2 CELLULAR MORPHOLOGY
4.3.2.1 Intermoult
A very small amount of connective tissue was evident around the periphery of the
muscle mass, situated close to, or amongst the superficial flexor muscle bundle (Fig.
4.2). Oval shaped nuclei were observed at the periphery of slow muscle fibres, whilst in
fast fibres, nuclei were sparsely distributed over the face of the fibres and at the
periphery. All fibre types were polygonal, and fibres of the deep and superficial flexor
abdominal muscles were tightly packed at the intermoult stage (Table 4.9, Fig. 4.2). In
addition, mitochondrial distribution was relatively even at the periphery of the
abdominal slow fibres. Slight variability was observed in the fast fibres, in longitudinal
section with nuclei occurring in small regions within the fibre (Fig. 4.2).
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4.3.2.2 Early Premoult
At early premoult, a very small amount of peripheral r.onnectivc tissue was evident
associated with very few swollen nuclei. Normal, internal nuclei were of similar shape
and distribution to intem1oult muscle. Likewise, fibre arrangement and shape was also
similar. There did not appear to be changes in mitochondrial distribution, as peripheral
NADH-TR staining was similar to intermoult. No changes were observed in mATPase
activity (Table 4.2).

4.3.2.3 Late Premoult
A band of peripheral connective tissue was evident around the abdominal muscle mass
at late premoult which and contained a small amount of clusters of swollen nuclei,
observed in claw muscle (Table 4.9, Fig. 4.19). The fibres of both the deep and
superficial flexor muscles were tightly packed, however in the deep flexor muscle, small
spaces were observed between some fibres. However, fibres remained polygonal in both
muscles (Table 4.9; Fig. 4.19).
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Table 4.9. Cellular morphology of abdominal muscle over the mouh cycle

Cellular Morpholo2v

Iniermoult

Early_Premoult

Connective tissue
proliferation and nuclei

Minute amount of connective
tissue mainly around
superficial flexor muscle. No
swollen nuclei observed.
Internal nuclei sparse.

Very small amount of peripheral
connective tissue, mainly around
superficial fibres. Very fev. swollen
nuclei observed. Remaining nuclei
normal

Fibre Arrangement

Tightly I"Cked

No change

Fibre Shape

Polvl!onal

No change.*

NADH-TR peripheral
staining

Slightly variable in fast fibres.
Uniform in S 1 fibres. Slightly
invae:inated in s2 fibres.

Internal cellu1ar materialscatterin~ /loss I addition

No loss or addition evident.

Thin strip of peripheral
connective tissue. Slightly more
than early premoult. Some
swollen nuclei observed, in
regions were connective tissue
most apparent. Remaining nuclei
normal.

Postmoult
Connective tissue around the
periphery of the muscle. Few small
clusters of swollen nuclei. Less
prolific than late premoult.

Became slighlly variable, with staining in regions across the face oflhe
librcs. Slightly more extensive than early premoult, however still
minimaL

There did not appear to be any loss or addition of cellular material in any stages.

Small amount of fast and slow fihre
splitting. Type 5 in fast fibres. Type 2a
slightly more evident in slow fibres than
at intennoult.

Moderate to extensive splitting of fast
and slow libres. Moderate to extensive
amount of Type :!a and Type 2b spliuing
in slow fibres. Type 5 and Type -4
splitting in fast fibres.

Extensive splitting of fast
and slow fibres. Two forms
of spliuing in slow fibres
(Type 2a and :!b). Type 5
and Type 4 and Type 3
splitti_!:!g__in fast fibres
.
as the NADH-TR stammg vaned m many fast ftbres, changes m fibre shape were dtfficult to assess. Ftbres wtth constdembly nonnal membranes

Fibre splitting

*

Very small amount of Type 5
fibres splitting in fast fibres.
Small amount of Type 2a
splitting evident in slow, sl
fibres.

Became slightly more variable, with
staining in regions across the face of the
fibres.

Late Premoult

appeared to be the same shape as at intennoult.
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Figure 4.19. Peripheral connective tissue around the deep flexor muscle at late premoult. Nuclei not visible;
blue arrows indicate the main area occupied by swollen nuclei. Stained with NADH-TR.
Scale bar= 374

~Lm .

There appeared to slight changes in mitochondrial distribution as indicated by variable
NADH-TR staining and appeared to be related to fibre splitting (Fig. 4.4b and g)(section
4 .1.3). The peripheral membrane of many fast fibres was difficult to distinguish due to
such changes in peripheral NADH-TR (Fig. 4.20).

4.3.2.4 Postmoult
As in late premoult, a small amount of connective tissue was observed at the muscle
periphery, with swollen nuclei in small clusters at the periphery, and between fibres of the
deep flexor muscle (Fig. 4.19) . Nuclei were more abundant over the face of the fast muscle
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fibres (Fig. 4.4h). In addition, small amounts of swollen nuclei were observed in very small
proportions around splitting slow fibres, and also at the periphery of the muscle.

Figure 4.20. Differential NADH-TR staining at late premoult and postmoult (possibly associated with Type 4
fibre splitting). Scale bar= 10 11m.

Fibres were polygonal, with the exception of the newly formed, small, round fibres of the
supelficial flexor muscle (Fig. 4.4c) . Fibres in both muscles were also tightly packed,
however small spaces existed between some fast fibres. Peripheral mitochondrial
distribution was slightly variable from intermoult, as indicated by NADH-TR staining,
similarly to late premoult (Figs. 4.4i, 4.20). Staining of the superficial flexor fibres also
became more variable with NADH-TR staining invaginating further into sub-sarcolemmal
clefts (Fig. 4.21 ). This difference was minimal in comparison to the claw (section 4.2.2).
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Figure 4.21. Extensive invagination of NADH-TR into the subsarcolemmal clefts (Black arrows) of an S2
fibre from the superficial flexor muscle. Scale bar= 37 f.Lm.

4.3 .3 FIBRE SPLITTING
In contrast to the other abdominal cellular characteristics, fibre splitting over the moult
cycle in both deep and superficial flexor muscles varied over the moult cycle.

Whilst Type 5 fibre splitting did not did not occur over entire fibres at intermoult, this
progressively increased over the moult cycle.

At early premoult, Type 5 fibre splitting was evident in approximately 15% of fast fibres of the
deep flexor muscle. However, this splitting was not as obvious as in later moult stages, and
only slightly more evident than at intermoult. Like at the intermoult stage, fibre splitting did
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not always persist over entire fibres (Figs. 4.3h and i) (section 4.1.3). Type 2a fibre splitting
was observed in the superficial flexor muscle at early premoult, however, only in a small

number of the fibres (Fig. 4.4b).

At late premoult, 85 to 90 percent of the fast fibres in the deep flexor muscle were
underf,Oing Type 5 fibre splitting (Figs. 4.4h and I). In addition to this, Type 4 splitting,
was also evident in a few fibres of the deep flexor muscle, however was minimal m

comparison to the claw (Fig. 4.4g) (section 4.1.3 ).

In the superficial flexor muscle, 30 to 40 percent of slow fibres had begun splitting. Type 2a
fibre splitting was evident, as observed at early premoult in addition to Type 2b splitting not
previously observed in the superficial flexor fibres (Figs. 4.4b and c).

At postmoult, 80 - I00 percent of the fast fibres in the deep flexor muscle were undergoing
Type 5 fibre splitting (Figs. 4.4h and i) (section 4. 1.3). Similarly to late premoult, Type 4

splitting was also observed in abdominal muscle at postmoult, however it appeared to be
occurring in slightly higher proportions. No change was observed in rnA TPase activity,
except in Type 4 splitting fibres as observed in claw muscle (section 4.1.3).

In the

superficial flexor muscle, 100 percent of the fibres were undergoing mainly Type 2a fibre
splitting, particularly in S 1 fibres (Fig. 4.4b).
predominantly in the S2 fibres (Fig. 4.4c).

Type 2b fibre splitting was occurring
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It nppeared that the degree of fibre splitting varied between the moult stages, as observed in
claw muscle. The least amount of splitting was observed at inter;noult, whilst the highest
amount of fibre splitting was observed at postmoult. Whilst Type I and Type 2a fibre
splitting were evident at intermoult, Type 2b and Type 4 was not, and only became evident

at late premoult, and persis·ced through to postmoult. Slight increases in connective tissue
and swollen nuclei appeared to correspond to the amount of splitting (section 4.3.2).

4.3.4 FIBRE DIAMETER

Abdominal fibre diameters exhibited much less variation than in the claw as mean fibre
diameter of both deep and superficial flexor muscles, were invariable over the moult cycle.

At intermoult, mean fibre diameter of the abdominal deep flexor, fast muscle fibres at
intermoult was

larg~.

whilst that of the superficial flexor was approximately 4.5 times

smaller (Table 4.1 Oa and b). Abdominal fast muscle fibre diameter was therefore 2.6 times
greater than intermoult fast fibre of the claw at intermoult (comparisons between abdominal
and claw slow fibres were not made as n for slow claw muscle fibres was very small).
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Table 4.10a. Mean fibre diameter of abdominal deep flexor, fast muscle f:nrn intcrmouh to postmoult ().lm).
Values are means with 95% confidence intervals (95% C.l.) of n number of fibrr;s.

Moult Stage

Mean

95% C.l.

n

Intermoult

747

674-819

25

Earlv Premoult

751

657-846

17

Late Premoult

765

643-887

23

Postmoult

738

667-809

24

(Although only one animal was used for each moult stage in determining fibre diameter, all animals were used

in determining cellular morphology. See section 3.2).

Table 4.10b. Mean fibre diameter ofS 1 and S2 fibres from the superficial flexor abdominal muscle from early
premoult to postmoult (1J.111). Values are means with 95% confidence intervals (95% C.I.) of n number of

fibres.

s,

Moult Stage

s,

Mean (95% C.n

n

Mean (95% C.!)

n

Intermoult

212(191-231)

20

129 (97-161)

23

Early Premoult

216 (196-230)

15

130 (113-146)

15

Late Premoult ·

214 (204-2241

34

149 (122-176)

13

224 (199-2481

25

124(97-150)

31

Postmoult

{One animal was used for each moult stage. See section 3.2)

In contrast to the claw muscle, fibre diameter of both deep and superficial flexor abdominal
muscles were invariable over the moult cycle; values at early premoult to postmoult were not
significantly different from intennoult (p<0.05) (Table 4.10 a and b). Although not significant,
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fibre diameter of the deep tlexor muscle fibres was largest at late prcmoult, and smallest at
postmoult Whilst the opposite trend was evident in the superficial flexor muscle (Fig. 4.9a and
b)

In addition. the most variability in deep muscle, fast fibre diameter was expressed at late
premoult, suggested by the largest confidence interval, whilst the least variability was

expressed at postmoult (Table 4.9a and b). This variability was not significant and was minimal
in comparison to the claw muscle (Table 4.7).

4.3.5 FIBRE TYPE DISTRIBUTION
Fibre type distribution remained largely invariable over the moult cycle.

Over the moult cycle, the abdominal deep flexor muscle consistently stained dark for
mATPase, and light for NADH-TR as observed et the intermoult stage. Peripheral NADH-TR
staining became slightly more variable in successive moult stages, however was minimal in
comparison to changes observed in the claw muscle (Fig. 4.8, 4.12 and 4.20). mATPase
activity and fibre diameter remained unchanged, hence fibre type distribution was invariable,
consisting of only the fast fibre type and constituting the bulk of the muscle mass (Figs.!.2;
4.Ib). Likewise, staining of NADH-TR in the superficial flexor muscle became slightly more
variable in successive moult stages, most obvious at postmoult. Fibre type distribution was
largely invariable; the S2 fibre type constituted up to 74 percent of the muscle, whilst the S1
fibres constituted no more than 33 percent (Table 4.11).
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Table 4.11. Fibre type distribution of abdominal deep and superficial llcxor muscles of intcrmoult
individuals.

Moult StaPe

Deeo Flexor

Suoerficial Aex.or

Fast

s,

s,

lntermoult

100

29

71

Earlv Premoult

100

27

73

Late Premoult

100

33

67

Postmoult

100

28

72

.
.
(Values for early premouh to postmoult were denved from one mdJvtdual)

Fibre type distribution over the moult cycle were not similar to intermoult. The deep flexor
muscle was consistently composed of fast fibres over all stages of the moult cycle. Fibre
type proportions of the superficial muscle were also similar over the moult cycle (Table
4. I I).

The S2 fibre type was predominate in the superficial flexor muscle over the moult cycle,
making up 69 to 7 I percent of the muscle. The S 1 fibre type composed 27 to 33 percent of
the muscle over the moult cycle.

Hence, fibre type proportions in abdominal deep and

superficial flexor muscle over the moult cycle were considered invariable.

In summary, the abdominal muscle remained particularly invariable over the moult cycle in
terms of gross and cellular morphology, fibre diameter, and fibre type proportions.
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Connective tissue and swollen nuclei remained minimal. Fibres remained tightly arranged
and maintained the polygonal shape.

Slight changes were observed in mitochondrial

distribution and appeared to be associated with fibre splitting. Type 5 fibre splitting was
evident in the abdominal muscle which became extensive in late premoult and postmoult
stages. Type 3 and Type 4 fibre splitting were also evident, but in minute proportions.
Type 2a and Type 2b fibre splitting in slow fibres became extensive from late premoult to
postmoult.

4.4 SUMMARY

Many extensive changes occurred in the claw closer muscle over the moult cycle whilst
abdominal muscle fibres remained relatively unaffected (with the exception of fibre
splitting).

Whilst the exoskeletal characteristics of the abdomen varied in conjunction with the claw,
the remaining gross morphological characteristics were variable in the claw, and not in the
abdomen.

Whilst slight changes were observed at early premoult in abdominal muscle, extensive
changes were evident in the claw. Connective tissue was slightly more prolific than in
abdominal muscle at this stage.

Extensive changes were observed in nuclei shape,

distribution and abundance in claw muscle at early premoult, with swollen nuclei in
moderate proportions in close proximity to the rounded fibres that were breaking away from
the main muscle mass.

Only slight changes were observed in abdominal muscle in
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reference to this. with a very small amount of swollen nuclei present.

In abdominal

muscles, nuclei did not appear any more abundant, and the arrangement and shape of fibrc!'l
were not different from intennoult.

At late premoult, extensive changes were observed in claw muscle fibres; connective tissue

and swollen nuclei were prolific. Extreme variation in mitochondrial distribution, and fibre
shape and arrangement was observed and many fibres had been completely disintegrated.

Whilst mitochondrial distribution became slightly variable in abdominal muscle it was
minimal in comparison to the claw. Fibres were not degraded, and whilst swollen nuclei

became more abundant in the abdomen, again, the proportions were minimal in comparison
to the claw closer muscle.

At postmoult, proximal claw muscle fibres appeared to be returning to the intennoult
condition. The distal region of the claw exhibited moderate to extensive fibre splitting, and
the abdomen was also significantly affected at this stage.

Several types of fibre splitting were common to both claw and abdominal muscles. And
were most prolific in the late premoult and postmoult stages in both muscle types. Type 2a
and Type 2b fibre splitting occurred in the claw muscle, and slow fibres of the abdomen.
Type 3 and Type 4 fibre splitting were observed in both muscle types, however was much

more extensive in claw muscle. Type 1 fibre splitting was not observed in abdominal
muscle, which was extensive in claw muscle at all stages except late premoult.
fibre splitting was only observed in abdominal fast muscle fibres.

Type 5
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Similarly to cellular and gross morphological characteristics, the claw closer muscle also

exhibited signiticant variation in terms of fibre diameter and fibre type distribution, whilst
the abdominal muscle mass remained invariable.

With the exception cr fibre splitting, the claw closer muscle was significantly affected by
moulting, whilst abdominal muscle was not.
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5.0 GENERAL DISCUSSION

Although the moulting process is short and intermittent, it dominutes the life of a crustacean
as many physiological changes occur in a short period of time which are then restored to the
intem10ult condition (Table, I. land 3.1) (West, 1997; Mykles and Skinner, 1985).

Although the moult cycle is a continuum, it may be divided into several stages based on
external morphology and uropod setal development (Fig. 1.1 )(West, 1997; Musgrove and
Geddes, 1987). These moult stages were characterized by Burton and Mitchell ( 1987). for

Cherax albidus using uropod setal development, and include; intennoult (sub-stages C 1 and
C 2) where the muscle is relatively physiologically quiescent (West, 1997; Skinner, 1985);
early premoult (sub-stages D,, Du and Du) where the muscle begins to atrophy (West,
1997); late premoult (sub-stages D,,, D2 and D3) where the muscle is atrophied and fibres
are elongating (West, 1997), and; postmoult (sub-stages A and B) where fibres are
elongating (Table 1.1) (West, 1997).

These moult stages, as determined by setal

development, may not be entirely indicative of internal morphological processes directly
associated with moulting (Van Herp and Bellon-Humbert, 1978).

The physiological

changes between moults (tenned intennoult), are supposedly comparatively quiescent in
contrast to the periods directly before and after a moult (premoult and postmoult) where
normal claw muscle undergoes extensive changes which are quickly restored (West, 1997).
A major component of these changes, namely muscle atrophy, is not usually a normal part
of organismal growth (Skinner, 1985). Muscle atrophy in vertebrate muscle is largely due
to disease, disuse or denervation (Mykles and Skinner, 1985; Dubowitz eta/., 1985).

lOS
Due to a luck of literature on the histochemical effects of moulting on crustacean muscle,

particularly regarding cellular morphology. comparisons to other crustaceans proved
difficult. Consequently, referrals to vertebrate muscle were also made, in an effort to help

explain the nature of the results.

In this study, cellular and histochemical characteristics of atrophic claw and non-atrophic
abdominal muscle of the yabby, Cherax albidw; were investigated. These characteristics
were used to compare the effect of moulting on atrophic claw, and non-atrophic abdominal
muscle.

5.1 General Muscle Characteristics

5.1.1 GROSS MORPHOLOGY
At intermoult, the total calcium content in the haemolymph of several species shows
remarkable consistency (Greenaway, 1985). It has been documented that total calcium
content of the haemolymph generally increases with reductions in hardness of the
exoskeleton (Greenaway, 1985).

At the intennoult stage of Cherax a/hidus, the

exoskeleton of the three individuals varied from soft/finn to hard, suggestive of possible
variation in haemolymph calcium content. It is likely that the particularly soft exoskeleton
of one yabby was due to the very early moult sub-stage at which it was sacrificed (early C 1).

This is associated with the notion that a certain time period is required for the exoskeleton
to complete calcification (Greenaway, 1985; West, 1997). Variability of ions in the water

may be another contributing factor, as the substrate for some animals was predominantly
shell (CaC03), whilst others' was mainly gravel.
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In contrast to the claw closer muscle where holes persisted in the closer muscle (Fig. 4.5)
morphology for intermoult abdominal muscles of the yabby, Cherax albidus, were

analogous to characterizations for other decapod crustaceans (see Fowler and Neil, 1992;
Neil eta/., 1993; Mykles, 1988). The superficial flexor muscle formed only thin sheets
(three to four cell layers thick) along the ventral surface of each abdominal se.gment,
overlaid by the large mass of deep flexor muscle (Fig. 1.2 and 4.1 b).
crustaceans

including

the

Norway

lobster,

Neplzrops

norvegicus,

Other decapod
exhibit

these

characteristics, as determined by histochemistry and myofibrillar protein composition
(Fowler and Neil, 1992; Neil eta/., 1993).

5.1.2 CELLULAR MORPHOLOGY
Muscle cellular morphology was largely homogeneous between intennoult individuals. The
characteristics of abdominal and claw muscle were typical of those observed at intennoult
in other crustacea in that little connective tissue was evident, congruent with findings for
the land crab Gecarcinus latera/is (Mykles and Skinner, 1985).

Sarcolemmal nuclei

maintained an oval shape, and were sparsely distributed throughout claw muscle fibres and
in the peripheral sarcolemma, consistent with other crustaceans at intermoult (Fig. 4.3c)
(Mykles and Skinner, 1985; Mykles, 1988). Fibres were considerably tightly packed and of
the normal, polygonal shape (Fig. 4.3b)(Mykles, 1988). The apodeme was fully extended
across the muscle, and mitochondria were evident in a thin strip in the peripheral
sarcolemma, which was invaginated into the subsarcolemma in slow fibres, consistent with
normal crustacean muscle (Fig. 4.2b) (Mykles, 1988; Neil eta/., 1993).
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5.1.3 FIBRE SPUCTING

Fibre splitting occurred in both claw and abdominal muscle throughout the moult cycle

(Table 4.2. Figs. 4.4a-i) and became more profuse in sub-stages nearing late premoult. This
is consistent with studies by West (1997) and El Haj eta/. (1984; 1992), which suggest

major growth occurs at late premoult. The forms of splitting observed in normal claw and
abdominal muscle have been labelled as Type I, Type 2a, and Type 5 splitting.

An

additional four types became evident in subsequent stages of the moult cycle, including
Type 2b, Type 3 and Type 4. Using these techniques, it cannot be determined if Type 3 and

Type 4 fibre splitting are separate mechanisms of growth or if they are in fact different
stages of a single mechanism. Further studies are required in order to elucidate the
mechanisms underlying these observations (Tables 4.4-4.6).

Type I fibre splitting, exhibited diffuse NADH-TR staining and an extensive membranous
network (Fig 4.4a). Interestingly, the distribution of Type I fibre splitting corresponds to
the distinct band of fast fibres that develops in both closer muscles of the lobster during
development (Ogonowski et al., 1980). This band of fast fibres expands in the cutter and
diminishes in the crusher as the animal develops (Ogonowski eta/., 1980).

The cellular characteristics of fibres undergoing Type 2a fibre splitting remained largely
invariable.

As this form of splitting strongly resembled that of transverse sarcomere

splitting in vertebrate muscle, it is possible that Type 2 fibre splitting observed in Cherax

albidus is a form of transverse sarcomere splitting whereby single or multiple splits form
across a single fibre, eventually splitting it into two (Type 2a) or multiple (Type 2b) fibres
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(Dubowitz eta/., 1985). Mitochondria migrated from the sarcolemmal membrane along the
splits (Fig. 4.4.a and b). In addition, sarcolemmal nuclei were often observed along the
septa, although only very few.

Type 3 splitting appeared to be associated with redistribution of mitochondria, which
became evident in cross-striations of the fibres (Figs. 4.4 d and e). Associated with the
concentrated areas of mitochondria were invaginations of the sarcolemmal membrane. It
appeared that the fibres split at the regions where the sarcolemma became invaginated.

Hence it appears that in Cherax albidus, oxidative enzymes may be associated with this
kind of fibre splittir.g.

Other studies would be required in order to draw a correlmion

between these observations, and the underlying mechanisms contributing to their
appearance and proliferation.

Type 4 fibre splitting was similar to Type 3, however, cross-striations were not observed,
rather several darkened bands that did not appear to be associated with invagination of the

sarcolemmal membrane appeared across the fibres (Figs. 4.4e-f).

Type 5 fibre splitting, was characterized by increases in the intennyofibrillar spaces and
was limited to abdominal muscle (Figs. 4.4h-i). The observed variability in mitochondrial
distribution suggests that oxidative enzymes may play a role in this fonn of fibre splitting as
in other fonns observed in the claw (Fig. 4.4i). Type 5 splitting in particular, may also be
related to the transition of larger to smaller myofibrils over the moult cycle of the lobster
(West, 1997), however little literature exists to facilitate comparisons.
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5.1.4 FIBRE DIAMETER

Fibre diameter of claw muscle varied considerably between individuals, however proximal
and distal fibre diameters were very similar (Table 4.7, Figs. 4.18 and 5.1). Fibre diameter
appeared to be highest at late intermoult. This appeared not to be a result of the size of the

animal. In addition, fibre diameter did not show the same variation in the abdominal
muscles (Table 4.1 Oa and b, Figs. 4.18 and 5.1 ). Hence this variable disposition may be

indicative of the normal intermoult condition of claw muscle.

5.1.5

FIBRE TYPE DISTRIBUTION

The vast majority of fibres in the claw were fast, with high contractile speeds, and low

fatigue resistance. Similar fibre type proportions were determined for Cherax albidus using
myofibrillar protein profiles, and sarcomere length (L. Cutler, personal communication).

Interestingly, the opposite holds true for Cherax destructor in which it was determined
(using sarcomere length measurements) that 57.9 percent of the claw muscle is composed
of long-sarcomere, slow fibres and the remaining 42.1 percent were of the fast fibre type
(West et a/.,1992). This difference is likely to be due to speciation, as S 2 fibres were

discriminated using histochemical methods in abdominal muscle, on the same slide as the
claw muscle in which few slow fibres were evident (Fig. 4.2b).

In addition, these fibres

were identified in claw muscle at other stages.

The cutter-closer muscle of the lobster (Homarus Americanus) claw contains mainly fast

fibres, whilst the crusher-closer muscle contains a relative homogeneous composition of
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slow fibres of both sub-types (Ogonowski et a/., 1980). This suggests that perhaps the

closer muscle of the yabby, Clzerax albidus, functions similarly to the cutter-closer of the
lobster, Homarus Americanus. In contrast, it has been suggested that although yabby claws

(Chera.r destructor) appear relatively unspecialized, they carry out similar functions to the
crasher claws of lobsters (West, 1997).

In addition to histochemical evidence, additional observations regarding claw tension were
also suggestive of fast fibre type predominance in the closer muscle. Whilst a yabby had
secured its claw on an object (a finger), it was observed that the high tension with which the

claw was secured, was interspersed with short periods where the tension was released. This
suggests that fibres low in fatigue resistance are responsible for the closure of the claw,

which is consistent

wit~

fast fibre function. Similarly, abdominal muscles were composed

of mainly fast fibres, facilitating the powerful tail flick, used in defense and withdrawal
from the exoskeleton at ecdysis (Figs. 1.2, 4.1 b, 4.2a and b). A small amount of the

abdominal muscle mass was composed of slow fibres for the purposes of postural
adjustments (West, 1997; Neil et al., 1993; Mykles, 1988).

5,2 Effect of Moulting on the Claw Closer Muscle
5.2.1

GROSS MORPHOLOGY

The low water content and high degree of holes observed in intermoult claw muscle

appeared to be similar to water content in interrnoult claw muscle documented for juvenile
Cherax destructor and Homarus Americanus (Fig. 4.5)(Musgrove and Geddes, 1985;
Mykles, 1980). Due to its occurrence at the different moult stages, it is likely that the water

Ill

cement has some, not yet known biological significance associated with moulting

(Musgrove and Geddes, 1987). II is unlikely that the high water content was due to the
animals being juvenile, as the smallest OCL was 36.3 mm. The largest OCL used by
Musgrove and Geddes (1985) in determining tissue accumulation over the moult cycle in

juvenile Cherax destructor was 9.1 mm.

In tenns of gross morphology, intennoult and early premoult stages were similar, with
variable hardness of the exoskeleton (Table 4.3). This variability is expected in early

premoult animals as, in preparation for ecdysis, profound changes have been reported to

occur with increases in haemolymph calcium, suggestive of its removal from the
exoskeleton (Greenaway, 1985).

These changes also coincide with the onset of claw

muscle atrophy (Mykles and Skinner, 1985). The dissolution of the membranous layer of
the old e"oskeleton marks the initiation of stage early premoult (D 1) (Skinner, 1985). II has
been documented that this occurs in Cherct< albidus (Burton and Mitchell, 1987).

Muscle composition was slightly watery at early premoult, and in the distal region, muscle
continuity was low. This is consistent with other results, that suggest the distal region of
the claw is affected first by the onset of moulting, in addition to other studies that have
explored water content in juvenile crustaceans (Table 4.3).

Gross morphology at the late premoult stage was strikingly different from any other stage,

consistent with the extreme variability observed in cellular characteristics including fibre
diameter and fibre type proportions. In contrast to what may be expected, the late premoult
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stage was the only moult stage in which the muscle was not watery (Table 4.3 ).

Furthermore, the muscle was continuous with no evidence of holes in the muscle, as
opposed to every other stage. It is likely that this was due to connective tissue proliferation
that was extensive at this stage.

At postmoult, large holes persisted throughout, and the muscle was very watery. It has been
proposed that this is due to the atrophic qualities of the muscle (West, 1997), however at
late premoult when the claw is highly atrophied, the muscle did not exhibit these
morphological characteristics (Table 4.3). The high water content may be associated with

the reduction in connective tissue, coupled with the effects of atrophy and the uptake of
water for the purposes of carapace expansion (West, 1997; Musgrove and Geddes, 1995).

Such a phenomenon was also observed in juvenile Cherax destructor, where fluctuations in
water content were observed over the moult cycle. In juveniles, the replacement of tissue by
water occurred during intennoult and early premoult after the uptake of water during
postmoult. Similarly to observations in adult yabbies (Cherax albidus) this excess water
did not persist in the late premoult stage (Musgrove and Geddes, 1995).

5.2.2 CELLULAR MORPHOLOGY

The cellular morphological characteristics of Cherax albidus claw closer muscles over the
moult cycle were some of the most interesting features examined. These characteristics
were highly variable and closely correlated to the moult stages, and even moult sub-stages.
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In vertebrates, histochemical techniques, particularly oxidative enzymes such as NADHTR, have revealed a number of structural changes within the cytochemical architecture of
fibres that are not particularly apparent with routine histological stains such as H&E
(Dubowitz et al., 1985). Therefore the NADH-TR stained has been frequently used to
indicate changes in cellular morphology over the moult cycle in conjunction with H&E.

Exter~sive

changes occurred in the cellular morphologkal characteristics of the yabby claw

over the moult cycle associated with both atrophy, and growth. The most obvious changes
associated with atrophy involved; connective tissue proliferation; nuclear shape and

distribution; fibre shape and arrangement; and apodeme characteristics. The data suggest
that possible mechanisms responsible for atrophy may be associated with; mitochondrial
redistribution (oxidative enzymes); increases in intermyofibrillar spaces. and; hyaline fibres
and accompanying phagocytes (Fig. 4.13). The result of this, was the partial or complete
degradation and scattering of claw muscle fibres (Tables 4.4-4.6).

Many changes in cellular characteristics were associated with fibre growth, and appeared to
occur by fibre splitting. Fibre growth was also indicated by characteristic changes in fibre
shape.

5.2.2.1 Connective Tissue
Connective tissue appeared to proliferate over certain stages of the moult cycle in the
yabby, Cherax albidus.

Although no literature exists regarding connective tissue

proliferation over the moult cycle in Crustacea, it has been established that in pathological
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vertebrate muscle, connective tissue proliferation is a characteristic of atrophy (Dubowitz et

a/., !985). Although the observed increase in connective tissue proliferation needs to be
quantified, it is suggestive that this may also be a characteristic of atrophy in crustacean

muscle.

Connective tissue was extremely sparsely distributed at intennoult.

This is consistent

Mykles and Skinner (1985) who suggest that very little connective tissue exists in normal
crustacean muscle. Connective tissue proliferation was first evident in the distal regions of
the claw at the early stages of early premoult. Interestingly, by late premoult, connective
tissue proliferation was extensive particularly distally, constituting the entire muscle mass
in one individual, and the majority in the remaining individuals (Fig. 4.10, 4.!1a-c). At this
stage, connective tissue may have been mixed with remnants of atrophied fibres, however
the distinction could not be made using light microscopy unless the muscle was stained
specifically for connective tissue. At postmoult, connective tissue was largely reduced in
comparison to late premoult, particularly in the proximal region.

Therefore, connective tissue proliferation appeared to be initiated distally, at the early
stages of early premoult, was most prolific at late premoult, and began to exhibit the
interrnoult condition by postmoult (Tables 4.4-4.6).

5.2.2.2 Nuclear Characteristics
Changes were observed in the shape, abundance and distribution of nuclei over the moult
cycle. Similar to the proliferation of connective tissue, nuclei became progressively more
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profuse in animals nearing ecdysis.

In vertebrate muscle, the profusion of nuclei is

suggestive of fibre regeneration and splitting, and if extensive, it is suggestive of atrophy
(Dubowitz et al., 1985). It is likely that the profusion of internal nuclei observed in this
study was an effect of both moult-induced atrophy, and muscle growth (Fig. 4.6b).

Not only did internal nuclei become more profuse over the moult cycle (intracellular and
extracellular), but they appeared to become swollen, hence more rounded (Fig. 4.6a).

Interestingly, these swollen nuclei appeared strikingly similar to vertebrate vesicular nuclei
which undergo a characteristic change. deviating from the oval shape to becoming more
swollen, with a transparent nucleoplasm and a prominent nucleolus (Dubowitz eta/., 1985).

In vertebrates, although these nuclei can be associated with regeneration, the more
numerous they are, the more likely that the muscle is pathological (Dubowitz et al., 1985).

Interestingly, these nuclei seemed to be affiliated with the proliferation of connective tissue,
indicative of atrophy.

The nuclear ;;welling observed may also be associated with the elevated level of protein

synthesis of degradative enzymes in the claw which result in the net reduction of muscle
mass (Mykles, 1988).

In the early stages of early premoult, nuclei were more profuse than at intermoult, occurring
in higher proportions over the face of the muscle fibres (Fig 4.6b.). At this stage, nuclei
were only slightly swollen, however by the later stages of early premoult, the nuclei were

identifiable as 'vesicular' and were considerably abundant. Like connective tissue, at late
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premoult, vesicular nuclei became prolific and were in highest concentrations at the
periphery, and between fibres (Figs. 4.6a and b). Major muscle growth and atrophy occurs

in the late premoult period, hence as these nuclei are likely to be a')sociated with both
growth and atrophy, this fonns an explanation for their moult stage specific occurrence and
proliferation. However, it is likely that the extreme profusion of internal nuclei was mainly
due to atrophy. By postmoult, not only had the majority of the nuclei become less swollen,
but they were also more sparsely distributed. Although it remains to be fully established, it
is believed that fibres grow from the apodeme and/or the muscle periphery (El Haj et a/.,
1984). Similarly to late premoult, major growth also occurs in the postmou!t period (West,

1997). Hence it is likely, that the vesicular nuclei at postmoult are associated with muscle
growth at the apodeme, and/or the muscle periphery. In addition, the effects of atrophy
persist into the immediate postmoult period (West, 1997), hence the presence of vesicular

nuclei may also be associated with this.

In summary, internal nuclei became more abundant nearing ecdysis, and were most prolific
in the distal regions of the claw. This is consistent with the notion that the distal segment is
the broadest part of the claw, hence requires a greater degree of atrophy (Ismail and Mykles,
1992; Mykles and Skinner, 1985). The vesicular nuclei became largely associated with the

extracellular space nearing ecdysis, not evident at intennoult, where nuclei remained
internal.

Hence these changes in the characteristics of internal nuclei, appear to be a feature of
atrophy and growth.
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5.2.2.3 Fibre Shape and Arrangement
Fibre shape and arrangement became extremely variable over the moult cycle.

In

vertebrates, it is well established that changes in fibre shape and distribution are features of
atrophic muscle (Dubowitz eta/., 1985). In normal crustacean muscle, fibres are tightly
packed (Ogonowski et al, 1980). This observation was made in intermoult claw muscle of
the yabby, Cherax albidus. Consistent with the aforementioned observations, fibre shape
and arrangement also began to differ from the intermoult condition at the early premoult
stage (firstly distally). It was most variable at late premoult, and became reduced again at
postrnoult, suggestive of recovery from the effects of fibre growth and atrophy, hence
resembling the normal interrnoult condition (Tables, 4.4-4.6, Figs. 4.6, 4.11, 4.14b ).

At early premoult, peripheral muscle fibres had begun separating in groups from the main
muscle mass (associated with connective tissue proliferation and vesicular nuclei) which
later became absent or reduced in late premoult (Figs. 4.6a).

Although moult-induced

atrophy is non-pathological. these observations are consistent with small group atrophy

observed in pathological vertebrate muscle, associated with denervation, where fibre
separate in small groups from the main muscle mass (Dubowitz et al 1985; Zacks, 1987).

In addition, the fact that mainly peripheral fibres were affected, is also consistent with the
documented specificity of atrophy, in that its effects on muscle fibres and their constituents
is highly specific and also correlated to fibre type (West, 1997). Hence it appears that in
terms of fibre arrangement, atrophy firstly affected peripheral fibres in the distal region of
the claw and to a lesser extent in the proximal region. This is consistent with the larger size
of the distal segment of the claw (Mykles and Skinner, 1985; Skinner, 1985).
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These peripheral fibres had become rounded which was evident at early premoult (Figs.
4.6a). This feature is documented in vertebrate muscle, where separated fibres become

particularly rounded (Dubowitz eta/., 1985). However, it has also been suggested that the

rounding of peripheral fibres may be artefacts associated with fibre shrinkage in frozen
preparations (Zacks, 1987).

As these rounded peripheral fibres were not observed at

intermoult or postmoult stages, it seemed more likely to be an effect of atrophy. The
remaining fibres in the main muscle mass were polygonal and tightly packed as observed at
intennoult. This suggests that although atrophy had begun affecting the muscle at this
stage, it was not extensive.

In contrast, fibre shape was extremely variable at the late premoult stage, particularly in the
proximal region, consistent with the notion that the effects of atrophy are most evident at
the late premoult stage (Fig. 4.li)(Mykles and Skinner, 1985). In addition, this variability
in fibre shape at the late premoult stage also appears to be an effect of splitting for fibre
growth, which occurred at the late premoult stage (section 5.2.2.6). The majority of the
fibres in the distal region however, were completely degraded and did not show signs of
growth as did the proximal region (Table 4.6).

The remaining fibres in the proximal and

distal regions were tightly packed. This densely packed arrangement may help facilitate the

withdrawal of the muscle mass at ecdysis. This reduction in claw muscle mass is consistent
with the results documented for the lobster, Homarus Americanus, where it was
significantly reduced at late premoult (Mykles, 1980; Mykles and Skinner, 1985).
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At postmoult, fibre arrangement and shape differed quite markedly between the distal and
proximal regions of the claw. Proximal fibres resembled the intennoult condition, whilst

distal fibre shape was still variable. It is likely that this is due to the fact that fibres in the

proximal region had begun the growth process prior to fibres in the distal region. This also
coincides with the lower abundance of both vesicular and normal nuclei (associated with
growth) in the proximal region, which were closely associated with the apodeme and
periphery (Figs. 4.14a and b). It has been established that in walking leg muscles of the

lobster (Homarus Americanus), the majority of fibre lengthening occurs within four hours
of ecdysis (EI Haj eta/., 1984). The data indicates that ftbre growth was initiated in the
proximal region (Figs. 4.14a and b), at late premoult, whereas this was not yet evident in

the distal region. It appears that this was largely responsible for the difference in postmoult
fibre shape and arrangement between the proximal and distal regions, where the proximal
region resembled the intermoult condition and the distal muscle fibres did not. This was
particularly evident in Yl, whereby very few fibres had been regenerated in the distal region
(Figs. 4.15, 4.16), whilst the proximal region of this animal resembled a condition between
the distal and proximal fibre arrangement and shape of the other two postmoult individuals.

This reinforces the hypothesis that in the yabby, Cherax albidus, regeneration and
elongation for growth occur firstly in the proximal region.

5.2.2.4 Apodeme Characteristics
The data suggests that the apodeme was also significantly affected by moulting. Although

no literature exists regarding this occurrence, it seems likely that the reduction of apodeme
serves to facilitate the withdrawal of the claw muscle mass from the carapace at ecdysis.
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The apodeme began segmenting at early premoult (firstly distally) (Fig. 4.7). At postmoult,
the apodeme was fully formed in both distal and proximal regions, hence had been

completely reconstructed between the late premoult and early postmoult stages, as at late
premoult, the apodeme was immensely reduced (Figs. 4.9, 4.10a-c, 4.14a and b). However

distally, in one individual, the apodeme appeared to be oriented very differently to its
nonnal position, where fibres were regenerating (Fig. 4.15).

Hence it appeared that the orientation and occupancy of the apodeme in the claw closer
muscle of the yabby, Cherax albidus, was also significantly affected in the distal and

proximal regions of the claw with moulting. Such changes in orientation may have also
partly contributed to the elongated fibres observed at the late premoult and postmoult
periods.

5.2.2.5 Possible Mechanisms of Fibre Atrophy

One of the most striking features of premoult muscle was the aggregation of mitochondria
towards the periphery of fibres (Figs. 4.8, 4.11), which appeared to be associated with fibre

disintegration.

Interestingly, this was most evident at the later stages of early premoult,

particularly distally.

These aggregates were not present at postmoult.

According to

Dubowitz et al. (1985), variability in peripheral mitochondrial distribution is associated

with the occurrence of mitochondrial aggregates in diseased vertebrate muscle. These are
characterized by large aggregates of apparently nonnal mitochondria towards the periphery
of the fibre and in bands projecting towards it (Fig. 4.8) (Dubowitz eta/., 1985). This was
clearly evident in premoult atrophic claw muscle of the yabby, Cherax albidus. In these
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tibres, dispersion of the cellular contents into the extracellular space was extensive (Figs.
4.8, 4.12). Hence it appears that in the yabby, Cherax albidus, mitochondria played an

important role in degeneration of fast fibres during premoult atrophy, particularly the later
stages of early pre moult. This fonns an explanation for the absence of at least the majority
of intact fibres by late premoult (particularly distally, where mitochondrial aggregates were
most evident at early premoult) (Fig. 4.9). It appears that mitochondrial aggregates are

associated with the main degradative mechanism for atrophy in premoult crustacean claw

muscle that contributes to the degradation of entire fibres. This is interesting, as studies on
Cherax destructor and other crustaceans suggest that entire fibres are not lost, rather
selected myofibrillar proteins are degraded (Mykles and Skinner, 1985; West, 1997). It was
also suggested that fast fibres were less affected by atrophy than slow fibres.

This

difference may be partly associated with the different fibre type distributions between

Cherax a/bidus and Cherax destructor.

Fibre disintegration associated with mitochondrial aggregates, may also be affiliated with
the marked degeneration of structural proteins observed in the yabby, Cherax destructor at
late premoult (Mykles and Skinner, 1985).

Although no increases in degradative lysosomal activity of atrophic crustacean muscle have
been documented, elevated levels of lysosomes primarily involved in the turnover of
organelles, principally mitochondria, have been observed (Mykles and Skinner, I 985). This

is very interesting, given that mitochondrial proliferation was observed in atrophic claw
muscle fibres of the yabby, Cherax a/bidus.

I
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The ultrastructure of atrophied crustacean muscle has been documented to be similar in
several characteristics to that of other striated muscle atrophies induced by disuse,
denervation and disease (Mykles and Skinner, 1985). However, many of the degenerative
processes that occur in other atrophic systems do not occur in moult-induced claw muscle
atrophy, where organelles such as nuclei and mitochondria retain their normal appearance.
Observations for Cherax albidus obviously suggest otherwise.

Fibres in which mitochondrial aggregates were present, exhibited normal mATPase activity.
It has been suggested that in vertebrate muscle, if fibres maintain their myofibrillar
structure, changes will not be visualized in mATPase activity. Additionally, it has been
proposed that the preferential degradation of actin to myosin in crustacean atrophic fibres,
may be responsible for the mai.1tenance of myofibrillar structure observed in crustacean
muscle (Mykles and Skinner, 1985).

In addition to this apparent mechanism for muscle atrophy, several other possible forms
were also observed.

Five major cytosylic proteinases that specifically degrade the major myofibrillar proteins
have been documented in cruslacean claw muscle (Mykles, 1980). The calcium dependenl
proteinases (constituting four of the total five), are twice as active in atrophic crustacean
muscle, hence are likely to account for the net degradation of muscle observed in premoult
atrophy (Mykles and Skinner, 1985), evident in the early premoult stage of Chera.t albidus.
Although this was determined for atrophic slow fibres, it is possible that a similar process
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occurs in atrophic fast fibres. Furthennore, selective degradation of the myofibrils reduces
their diameter and is thought to be responsible for the enlarged intermyofibrillar spaces in
crustacean muscle (Mykles and Skinner, 1985), observed in fast fibres of Cherax albidus.

Another possible mechanism contributing to this observation is an increase in the number
of myofilaments per 11m2, documented for several crustacean species (West, 1997; Mykles
and Skinner, 1985). Such compression would greatly facilitate the withdrawal of the claw
muscle mass at ecdysis (West, 1997).

Atrophy also appeared to occur by another mechanism, observed only at the late premoult

stage, which has also been documented in diseased vertebrate muscle. The fibres are
termed 'hyaline' where they are faintly coloured with H&E. Such a fibre also becomes filled
with phagocytes, effectively degenerating the muscle by phagocytosis (Fig. 4.13) (Dubowitz
et al., 1985). This occurrence is associated with vertebrate muscular atrophy and appears to

occur also in the atrophic muscle fibres of the yabby, Cherax albidus.

In summary, many indicators of atrophy were observed in the claw closer muscle of the
yabby, Cherax albidus.

These include connective tissue proliferation; internal nuclei

proliferation; swelling of internal nuclei; deviations in fibre shape from the normal
polygonal state, becoming rounded and angular; changes in fibre arrangement where the
muscle fibres became much less tightly packed, initiated at the periphery, and; segmentation
and reduction of the claw closer muscle apodeme. Mechanisms of atrophy appeared to

involve possible degeneration of structural proteins indicated by increased intermyofibrillar
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spaces; changes in oxidative enzymes indicated by mitochondrial aggregates, and;
phagocytosis, indicated by the presence of hyaline fibres filled with phagocytes.

5.2.2.6 Indicators of Growth (Fibre Splitting)

At intermoult, fibre splitting was present, but minimal, consistent with ultrastructural
studies on Cherax destructor (West, 1997).

The data suggested that two types were

identified at this stage; Type I and Type 2a (Figs. 4.4a and b). At early premoult the
proportions of fibres that were splitting increased, in addition to the types of splitting
observed.

Type I fibre splitting constituted a wider band across the muscle than at

intermoult.

Type 2a and type 3 were also evident at all sub-stages of early premoult, and

Type 4 was present but sparse (Figs. 4.4b and c- t) Hence it appears that fibre splitting

associated with atrophy and/or growth was beginning to occur at the early premoult stage.
Ultrastructural studies at this stage have yet to be undertaken.

At the late premoult stage, all types of fibre splitting were extensive in the proximal region,
with the exception of Type 1. The increased variability in fibre shape at this stage appeared
to be related to the excessive degree of fibre splitting. According to Mykles (1980), most
expansion of the carapace occurs at late premoult (and postmoult) hence can account for the
elongation of existing fibres. Type 3 and Type 4 splitting were predominantly associated
with elongated fibres, which then appeared to become a series of smaller fibres after
splitting (Figs. 4.4 d-g, 4.9). Whilst at early premoult, fibres exhibiting Type 3 and Type 4
splitting were randomly distributed, at late premoult, this splitting was predominantly
associated with fibres attached to, or in very close proximity to the apodeme (Fig. 4.9).
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These two forms of splitting may be predominantly associated muscle fibre growth in
relation to the expansion of the carapace, which also occurs at this late premoult stage
(West, 1997).

Fibre growth has been reported to occur at both the apodeme and the

periphery of the muscle mass (West eta/., 1995). In this case, it seems likely that in Cherax

a/bidus, fibre growth was associated with the apodeme.

Conversely, at postmoult, Type I splitting was extensive in two individuals (YI and Y3)
and in moderate proportions in the remaining individual (Y2). It appeared that these fibres
were formed at the postmoult stage, by the splitting of one or more elongated fibres at the
apodeme (Fig. 4.17). There seemed to be a redistribution of mitochondria affiliated with
this splitting, which appeared to delineate the periphery of the new fibres. However, as
indicated by NADH-TR, peripheral mitochondria were sparser than in normal fibres.

These fibres may play a more significant role in moulting associated changes in the claw
closer muscle, and it may be that their characteristics make them more dispensable than

other fibres during premoult atrophy as they are non-existent at late prernoult.

All other forms of fibre splitting were present, but predominantly in the distal region,

exhibiting similar characteristics to proximal fibres at late premoult.

Although extensive

growth occurs in the postmoult period (West, 1997), the fibres in the proximal region
appeared similar to the intermoult condition. Hence it appeared that fibre splitting for
growth had already occurred at the postmoult A period (approximately 24 hours after
ecdysis). However, distal fibres were yet to reach this condition.
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In summary, atrophic features reached a peak at late premoult, with the exception of
mitochondrial aggregates in the distal region, which coincided with the complete absence of
fibres at late premoult, and the postulated requirement for the a greater extent of atrophy in
this region (Mykles and Skinner, 1985).

It has been documented for several species

(including Cherax destructor) that major changes occur in ultrastructural and physiological
characteristics at the late premoult stage, two to five days prior to ecdysis (West, 1997).
This trend was observed in Cherax albidus, where the largest deviation in cellular

characteristics from the normal intermoult condition was observed at this stage.

Several forms of fibre splitting occurred over the moult cycle, indicative of muscle fibre
growth. At late premoult and early postmoult, indicators of growth were prominent in the
proximal and distal regions respectively. This was reflected by the emergence of elongated
fibres, and the several possible forms of fibre splitting observed, and is consistent with
West (1997), who suggests that in Cherax destructor, major growth occurs in the late
premoult and early postmoult stages. It seems that growth is firstly initiated in the proximal
region at late premoult, and in the distal region at postmoult. This is consistent with the
assumption that distal fibres, atrophy to a greater degree as a result of its larger muscle mass
(Mykles and Skinner, 1985). As a consequence, the distal fibres take a longer period to time
to reach the intermoult condition.

It was also detennined (using ultrastructural techniques) that claw muscle fibres of C!tenu

destructor began growth at 4 hours after ecdysis (West, 1997). As it has been established
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in this study that proximal fibres begin growth first, this may provide an explanation for the

similarity between proximal postmoult fibres and intennoult muscle, 24 hours after ecdysis.

5.2.3 FIBRE DIAMETER

Fibre diameter became extremely variable over the moult cycle, and largely reduced,
particularly in the distal region of the claw (Table 4.7, Figs. 4. 18, 5. I).

Whilst at intennoult, fibre diameter varied between individual yabbies, the distal and
proximal regions were very similar. This difference between individuals may suggest that
the claw closer muscle at intermoult is not as quiescent in the yabby Cherax albidus as
assumed thus far in this study.

At early premoult, distal values were significantly smaller than proximal values.

No

significant reductions in fibre diameter of the proximal region were observed at early
premoult (Table 4.7, Fig. 4.18). This may be associated with the fact that the distal region

is the broadest segment of the claw and therefore requires a longer preparation time to
enable withdrawal through the narrow basi-ischial joint These notable reductions in distal

fibre diameter at early premoult appear to be as result of the commencement of moultinduced atrophy (West, 1997).

A late premoult, fibre diameters between individuals were extremely variable. Mean fibre
diameter was highly reduced at this stage due to the zero figure recorded in the distal region
of one late premoult individual (Table 4.7, Figs. 4. 18, 5. 1). It seems that proximal fibre

j
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diameter was not as affected by atrophy as the distal region. Although fibre diameter was
variable at postmoult,

it appeared to be returning to the normal intermoult condition,

consistent with cellular morphology.

The reductions in fibre diameter as a result of atrophy correspond to declines in myofibrillar
cross-sectional area (Mykles and Skinner, 1982; Skinner, 1985), which, in fast fibres of
Cherax destructor, is due to selective degradation of the proteins within the myofibrils in

premoult (West, 1997). Although myofibrillar cross-sectional area was not measured in

this study, it is probable that this mechanism for fibre diameter reduction occurs in the
yabby, Cherax albidus.

Mykles and Skinner (1985), found that myofibrillar variability decreases following atrophy
in ]ale premoult.

Hence in the yabby, Cherax albidus, it appears that some other

mechanism in addition to changes in myofibrillar cross-section area contributed to the
variability of fibre diameter. This is likely, as several processes contribute to fibre diameter
variability in proecdysal crustacean claw muscle fibres including myofibrillar and fibre
splitting and protein degradation (Mykles and Skinner, 1985).

In terms of fibre diameter, the effects of atrophy were more apparent in Jhe distal region
than the proximal region (Fig. 5.1). As aforementioned, it is likely that this is due to the
fact that the distal region is the broadest segment of the claw (West, 1997), hence requires a

greater reduction of the muscle mass than the proximal region. In addition. it is likely that
the increased variability of fibre diameter in both distal and proximal regions of the claw is
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also due to fibre splitting and growth (Mykles and Skinner, 1982), mainly evident in the
proximal region (Table 4.7, Fig. 4.17).

In many crustaceans, fibre diameter variability does not decrease until postmoult B (Mykles

and Skinner, 1982). However, the data indicates that in at least some individuals, actual

fibre diameter of the distal and proximal regions of the claw closer muscle were returning to
the intermoult condition already at the early postmoult stage (A), shortly after ecdysis.

5.2.4 Fibre Type Distribution
Fibre type distribution varied slightly over the moult cycle from the intermoult condition.

Variability increased at early premoult, reaching a peak at late premoult, and appearing to
return to the intermoult condition at postmoult (Table 4.8). Hence there appeared to be

increasing proportions of ftbres with higher fatigue resistance, and lower contractile speeds.

At early premoult, fast fibres began exhibiting low mATPase activity. It is probable that

these were fast fibres exhibiting differences in enzyme activity as a result of changes in
preparation for ecdysis, hence the term 'fast (contractile impaired)'. Although actin is
degraded to a greater extent than myosin in atrophic fibres, it is possible that the low
mATPase activity in these functional fibres may be associated with the degradation of
contractile proteins that occurs with atrophy (West, 1997; Mykles and Skinner, 1985).

Similarly to fibre diameter, and cellular morphological characteristics, fibre type
proportions appeared to be affected firstly in the distal region.
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At late premoult, intact fast fibre type proportions were lowest, with the highest variability
of fibre types (Table 4.8). It is not possible to determine whether the observed changes in

staining characteristics are a result of increased synthesis of new and existing fibre types, or
enzyme changes within existing fibre types. Whilst it is likely that the latter holds true for
the fast-contractile impaired fibres, it is possible that the opposite holds true for the

s, and

S2 fibres as differences were also observed in fatigue resistance. Other studies including as
sarcomere length measurement would enable the distinction to be made.

The results indicated that by late premoult, fast fibres of the claw closer muscle were
extensively affected by atrophy (Table 4.8). As it seems that the fast fibres are extensively
affected by atrophy, the increase in slow fibre sub-types of the yabby, Cherax a/bidus, over
the moult cycle (particularly S2) may be a means of maintaining claw function during

atrophy. Observations at postmoult are also suggestive of this, where the distribution of
slow fibres became reduced after atrophy, particularly in the proximal region (Table 4.8).
Interestingly, it has been suggested that if the animal has at least one fibre type that remains
functional, then this would help in the withdrawal of the muscle masses from the old

exoskeleton, and give the animal limited movement in the immediate postmoult stages
(characterized as up to four hours after ecdysis)(West, 1997). This seems likely in the

yabby, as there are increases in slow fibres, particularly the S2 which maintain contractile
function over the moult cycle (West, 1997).

Hence, similar to the results for fibre diameter, fibre type distribution was most variable at
late premoult, and were firstly affected by atrophy at early premoult in the distal region.
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Similarly, t1bre type distribution appeared to be returning to the interrnoult condition at
early postmoult, particularly in the proximal region.

5.2.5 SUMMARY
Immense changes occurred in the claw closer muscle of the yabby Cherax albidus over the

moult cycle. Gross morphological characteristics varied with changes in exoskeletal

hardness, muscle consistency (water content) and muscle continuity (magnitude of holes).
These features appeared to be correlated to the cellular morphological characteristics. The

most extensive changes occurred in cellular morphological characteristics. Moult induced

atrophic claw muscle, exhibited several characteristics similar to pathological vertebrate
muscle, documented by Dubowitz, et al. ( 1985), as indicators of atrophy. In addition, the
mechanisms by which atrophy occurred appeared similar.

Atrophic features were most apparent distally at late premoult, in terms of all the

characteristics studied. They appeared to be initiated at early premoult in the distal region,
and became reduced by postmoult, most evident in the proximal region, resembling the

intermoult condition. Several forms of fibre splitting were observed, contributing to fibre
growth. Two of these forms were present in normal intennoult muscle, however minimally
in comparison to splitting at the other moult stages, consistent with studies on Cherax
destructor.
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Fibre growth

ap~eared

to be initiated proximally at late premoult, whilst the distal region

still exhibited the several effects of atrophy. Distal fibres showed signs of growth at
postmoult.

5.3 Effect of Moulting on Abdominal muscles
5.3.1 GROSS MORPHOLOGY
Gross morphology of the abdominal muscles over the moult cycle remained consistent with
intermoult characteristics, with only one exception.

Whilst muscle continuity and

consistency remained homogenous, the hardness of the exoskeleton varied. This variation
is consistent with the loss of calcium from the exoskeleton, which occurs primarily to
facilitate withdrawal from the carapace at ecdysis where the exoskeleton is considerably
uncalcified (Burton and Mitchell, 1987; Greenaway, 1985).

5.3.2 CELLULAR MORPHOLOGY
Over the moult cycle, abdominal muscle fibres of both the deep and superficial flexor
muscles were tightly packed, with

liW~

associated connective tissue.

Fibre orientation

varied both between the superficial and deep flexor muscles and within the deep flexor
muscle itself, consistent with fibre orientation in the lobster Neplzrops norvegicus and other
decapod crustaceans (Fig. 4.1b).

Both

s,

and

s, fibres

of the superficial flexor muscle

were in variable in their orientation and persisted from the anteri _r to the posterior ends of
the segment, also consistent with other decapod crustaceans (Fowler and Neil, 1992;
Mykles, 1988; Neil eta/., 1993).
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At intermoult, a very small amount of connective tissue persisted in the abdominal muscle
mass of Cherax a/bidus, consistent with the land crab (Gecarcinus lateralis) in which very
little connective tissue was present (Mykles and Skinner, 1985).

This small amount

present, was distributed around the periphery of the abdominal muscle mass, mainly nearby
the superficial flexor muscle (Fig. 4.2a). The shape and distribution of internal nuclei was
normal, being oval in shape and sparsely distributed throughout the fibres and in the
peripheral sarcolemma consistent with the normal distribution in crustacean muscle fibres
(Silvennan eta/., 1980).

Similarly to intermoult, nuclei in the deep and superficial flexor muscles over the moult
cycle were predominantly oval, however few small clusters of peripheral vesicular nuclei
were evident mainly around the superficial fibres, which increased slightly at early premoult
and reached a peak at late premoult.

This coincided with a slight increase in peripheral connective tissue evident as observed in
the claw, however was much less prolific (Fig. 4.19). The distribution of normal, internal
nuclei varied in conjunction with the proliferation of vesicular nuclei at the periphery of the
abdominal muscle mass, nuclei became more abundant over the face of the fibres in late
premoult and postmoult in the deep flexor abdominal muscle (Fig. 4.4h) (viewed in
transverse section). It has been suggested that proliferation of internal nuclei is associated
with fibre splitting for growth (Atwood, 1973; Dubowitz et al., 1985). This is consistent
with the documented increase of nuclei in splitting fibres (Mykles and Skinner, 1985;
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Dubowitz et al., 1985). It is likely that the vesicular nuclei in the abdominal muscle are
associated with fibre splitting for growth (Dubowitz et al., 1985).

Nanna! internal nuclei in the superficial muscle fibres were concentrated at the periphery
throughout the moult cycle. In splitting fibres, at late premoult and postmoult, nuclei were
observed along the septa separating fibres (Figs. 4.4b and c). These characteristics are

consistent with those involving transverse sarcomere splitting as documented in vertebrate
muscle by Dubowitz et al. (1985). However, additional research is required to elucidate the

mechanisms underlying these observations.

Congruent with findings for other crustaceans, mitochondria were concentrated at the
periphery of both deep and superficial flexor muscle fibres, where NADH-TR staining was
most intense (Neil and Fowler, 1992). Mitochondrial distribution of the slow fibres in the

superficial flexor muscle was mainly limited to the subsarcolemmal sacroplasm as observed
in other crustaceans (Mykles, 1988; Fowler and Neil, 1995). Likewise, the S 2 fibres stained

more intensely than the S 1 fibres, consistent with mitochondrial distribution of the Norway
lobster (Nephrops norvegicus) where staining often extends into the cell interior associated
with sacrolemmal clefts and smaller invaginations of the sarcolemma (Fig. 4.2b).
suggestive of the mitochondrial distribution (Fowler and Neil, 1992). Over the moult cycle,

the distribution of mitochondria in the superficial and deep flexor muscles varied slightly in
association with fibre splitting. This is suggestive of small changes in oxidative enzymes.
which may be associated with fibre splitting for growth.
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It has been established that the deep flexor muscle of the yabby, Cherax albidus is
composed entirely of fast fibres and that atrophied fast fibres (of the claw) cannot reach

maximum Ca +-activated tension, even at postmoult (West, 1997). Coupled with this, and
that the deep flexor muscle is immensely important at ecdysis, it is highly unlikely that the

abdominal deep flexor muscle, constituting the bulk of the muscle mass would undergo
moult-induced atrophy. The results are suggestive of this, as, in contrast to claw muscle,

the cellular characteristics of the abdomen remained largely consistent with the intennoult
stage, suggestive that the abdominal muscles did not require atrophy.

5.3.2.1 Indicators of Growth (Fibre Splitting)

The types of ftbre spitting in the abdominal muscles were minimal in comparison to the
claw, however both Type 5, and Type 2a were evident in deep and superficial muscle fibres

at intermoult respectively, although in minimal amounts. In the S2 fibres it was difficult to
discriminate between fibre splitting and the pre-existing invaginations of mitochondria into
the sub-sarcolemmal clefts (Figs. 4.4b, 4.21 ). However, in conjunction with the other
stains, it appeared likely that Type 2a and Type 2b fibre splitting was occurring.

In addition to Type 5 fibre splitting, which appeared to be mainly responsible for growth in
the abdominal deep flexor muscle, two other types of fibre splitting (Type 3 and Type 4)
occurred in small proportions that were not previously evident (Fig. 4.4g, 4.20).

Interestingly, these types of splitting were also evident in claw fast muscle fibres over the
moult cycle. Similarly to the claw, these forms of splitting the abdomen were most evident
at late premoult and postmoult.
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In addition to Type 2a fibre splitting, Type 2b splitting became evident over the moult

cycle. Similarly to the

occurren~e

of fibre splitting in the deep flexor muscle, this form

became evident in late premoult and persisted into early postmoult. Type 2b fibre splitting
may enable faster growth by splitting into several fibres as opposed to Type 2a fibre

splitting, documented in vertebrate muscle. Hence, whilst only one mechanism of fibre
splittting seemed to occur in the superficial flexor muscle it appears that several forms of

fibre splitting occur in the deep flexor muscle. This may be associated with the requirement
for rapid growth of the bulk of the muscle as a result of carapace expansion after ecdysis.

However it seems that Type 5 fibre splitting is predominantly responsible for this, occurring
in 100 percent of the fast muscle fibres at postmoult (Fig. 4.4h and i).

Type 5 fibre splitting, that occurred in very high proportions at late premoult, and

postmoult, may be associated with documented transition of larger myofibrils to smaller
rnyofibrils in extensor muscles of the lobster (West, 1997). Myofibrillar splitting has been
documented in the fast abdominal muscle fibres of Crustacea in postmoult, and late

premou]t. It is interesting that myofibrillar splitting seems to occur over the whole moult
cycle in the yabby, Cherax albidus. Hence it is likely that the trigger for this is not by
stretch, as suggested by West (1997), and may possibly be neural or honnonal, or a
combination of both (West, 1997).

5.3.3 FIBRE DIAMETER

Abdominal muscle fibre diameter for the yabby, Clzerax albidus at intennoult was
consistent with fibre type distribution. The fibres of the deep flexor muscle were invariably
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large, characteristics of the fast fibre type (Mykles, 1988). Interestingly, fast fibres of the

deep flexor muscle were approximately 2.6 times larger than the fast fibres of the claw
(Table 4.10a and b, 4.7, Fig. 5.1). This may be related to the importance of fa't fibre

function in the abdomen. Deep flexor, fast fibres are responsible for the defensive tail flick
(Mykles, 1988; Neil eta/., 1993). Furthermore, observations suggest that at ecdysis, the

deep flexor muscle is entirely responsible for the shedding of the exoskeleton. Personal
observations indicated that the moult is initiated with continuous, vigorous flexing of the
tail, whilst in a lateral position. This flexing does not cease until every part of the body,
except for the claws (which are withdrawn last) are withdrawn from the old exoskeleton,

lasting approximately five minutes. As the animals are extremely vulnerable at a moult
(Skinner, 1985; West, 1997; Hartnoll 1988), it is important that it is completed as quickly
as possible.

Conversely, the slow fibres of the superficial muscles were much smaller in comparison to
both the fast fibres of the abdomen and the claw (Table 4.10a and b, Fig. 5.1 ). As it has
been established that crustacean slow fibres have a smaller fibre diameter than fast fibres
(Hochachka and Somera, 1984; West, 1997), the results are consistent with the literature. It
was established in the yabby, Cherax albidus, that fibres of the

s,

fibre type were

consistently smaller than the S1 fibres. This relationship of fibre size in has been well
documented several crustacean species, including the lobster, Homarus amicanus, fiddler
crab, Uca pugnax. and the land crab, Gecarcinus latera/is (Mykles, 1988).
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Fibre diameter of the abdominal deep and superficial flexor muscles remained largely
invariable over the moult cycle (Table 4.1 Oa, Fig. 5.1 ). This supports the proposal that

abdominal muscles do not undergo atrophy, as atrophy results in significant reductions in
fibre diameter, as observed in the claw muscle. A slight increase in fibre diameter was
evident at the late premoult stage, which was later reduced at postmoult. The larger, late

premoult diameters may be associated with the size of the animals rather than moulting, as
late premoult individuals were the largest of all the yabbies used in the study.

Fibre diameter of the superficial muscles also remained largely invariable (Table 4.1 Ob, Fig.
5.1 ). Fibre diameter of the S 1 fibre type was lowest . tt intermoult, and highest at postmoult,
whilst values for S 2 fibres were lowest at intermoult and highest at late pre moult (Fig. 5.1 ).

However, these differences were very slight, and not significantly different from one
another. It is possible that there is a slight increase in the abdominal deep and superficial
flexor muscles of late premoult animals is due to their immense importance at ecdysis, or
that they do not have to undergo atrophy therefore cnn continue growth through ecdysis.
This may also be associated with the progressive transition of larger myofibrils in premoult
to smaller myofibrils at postmoult documented in lobster abdominal muscles (El Haj and
Houlihan, 1987). The data may be suggestive of this, however the changes in diameter were

minor.

5.3.4 FmRE TYPE DtSTRffiUTION
The abdominal muscles of the yabby exhibited extreme divisions of labour, congruent woth

findings for other decapods, including Nephrops norvegicus and Homarus Americanus
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determined on the basis of histochemistry and myofibril Jar protein compm;ition (Fowler and
Neil, 1992; Mykles, 1988).

The deep flexor muscle, responsible for the defensive tail flick (Fowler and Neil, 1993) and

also a very important muscle during moulting (personal observations), was composed
entirely of the fast fibre type at all sub-stages of intermoult, exhibiting dark mATPase
activity and light NADH-TR staining (Fig. 4.2a and b).

The superficial flexor muscle that produces the slow postural adjustments (Mykles, !988),

were divided into two fibre sub-types consisting of S1 and S2 fibres as indicated by NADHTR staining, and mATPase activity. The S 1 fibres stained darker for mATPase activity and
lighter for NADH-TR than the S2 fibres (Fig. 4.4a and b). This relationship has been
consistently demonstrated in several crustacean species (Mykles, 1988).

The fibre type

distribution of the superficial muscle remained invariable at the intermoult stage, exhibiting
a 7:3 ratio of S2 to S1 fibres. The S2 sub-fibre type is only a small component of crustacean

muscles, and its function is suggested by its occurrence in certain muscles in which it
predominates (Mykles, 1988; Fowler and Neil, 1992). In the lobster, Homarus Americanus,

and other crustacean species, the superficial flexor muscle, which is responsible for slow
postural adjustments consists mainly of slow tonic (Sz) fibres (Mykles, 1988).

5.3.5 SUMMARY

In summary, it appears that the abdominal muscle is unaffected by atrophy in contrast to
claw muscle which is likely to be coupled to both the size of the openings through which
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both the claw and abdominal muscles are withdrawn and to the importance of the
abdominal muscle at ecdysis.

No changes were observed in gross morphology except to

the nonnal softening of the exoskeleton to facilitate withdrawal of the muscle at ecdysis
(Skinner, 1985). Cellular morphological characteristics remained largely unaffected. Very
slight increases in connective tissue were observed in connective tissue at the periphery,

however is likely to be due to factors other than atrophy. Nuclei became slightly more
abundant, and this is associated with muscle fibre growth (Dubowitz et al., 1985). Fibre

diameter and fibre type distribution remained invariable. Fibre splitting was observed in
both superficial and deep flexor muscles, and is associated with normal growth after ecdysis
(West, 1997).

5.4 Final Comparisons
In summary, the results for abdominal muscle characteristics were consistent with the

assumption that the abdominal muscle does not undergo atrophy, as opposed to claw
muscle (Fig. 5.1) Although no literature exists regarding comparative studies of claw and
abdominal muscle over the moult cycle, it has been documented that whilst atrophy occurs

in the claw muscles of the land crab Gecarcinus latera/is. it does not occur in the walking
leg muscle (Mykles and Skinner, 1985). A similar relationship is likely to exist between the

claw muscle and abdominal muscle, as, like walking leg muscle, abdominal muscle is
withdrawn through an opening similar in size to the actual muscle mass (West et al .. 1995;
Musgrove and Geddes, 1995). This suggests that the differential response of these muscles

necessitate a control mechanism that permits such specificity of action (Mykles and
Skinner, 1985; West, 1997). Such specificity of atrophy applies in this case, whereby the
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claw closer muscle atrophied and the abdominal muscles did not. If atrophy is induced
hormonally, then the same fibre types in the claw and abdominal muscle (fast and slow)
must respond differently to these factors (Mykles and Skinner, 1985).

Fibre diameter and fibre type distribution were variable over the moult cycle in the claw,
whilst abdominal deep and superficial flexor muscles remained largely uniform (Figure
5.1). It appears that distal fibres were affected before proximal fibres, and most extensively

over the moult cycle, particularly at late premoult where the lowest mean fibre diameter was
recorded (Fig. 5.1).

Proximal fibre diameter also became variable and reduced with atrophy. but to a lesser
degree than observed distally. Similarly, in muscle remodeling of adult snapping shrimps, a
distal-to-proximal gradient of degeneration exists (Govind and Pearce, 1993).

At

postmoult, fibre diameter, although variable appeared to be returning to the intermoult
condition predominantly in the proximal region (5.1 ). The distal region still appeared to be
moderately affected by atrophy and/or fibre splitting for growth. Similarly, abdominal

muscle fibres at postmoult were also undergoing extensive fibre splitting.

The fibre type distributions also varied from the intemmult condition with the emergence of
fast (contractile impaired) fibres, and the increased distribution of slow fibres that reached a

peak at late prernoult, which may be associated with the maintenance of claw function
immediately before and after ecdysis. It appeared that the distal region was affected first
(before the proximal region), and restored last, with fibre type proportions of the proximal
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region at postmoult resembling the intermoult state.

Like fibre diameter, fibre type

distribution of the deep and superticial flexor abdominal muscles remained largely
homogeneous over the moult cycle.

Cellular morphology of the claw became extremely variable with amazing changes
associated with atrophy and growth. Changes in cellular morphological characteristics were
extensive in comparison to abdominal muscle, in tenns of connective tissue proliferation,
vesicular nuclei profusion, mitochondrial redistribution, and fibre shape and arrangement.
These result support the assumption that claw muscle atrophies, and abdominal muscles do
not.

These atrophic changes were extensive at the late premoult stage, particularly in the distal
region in which the majority, or all of the fibres were completely degraded. Such extensive
atrophy of fast fibres may provide an explanation for the inability fast fibres in the claw
closer muscle of Cherax destructor to whhstand maximal activation as detennined by West
(1997) in the late premoult stage.
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Figure 5.1. The effect of moulting on mean fibre diameter in yabby muscles.
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The reduction in claw muscle mass was facilitated by fibre both partial and complete
degradation, and reductions in fibre diameter (as indicated by data for cellular morphological
characteristics and fibre · diameter) . Fibre degradation appeared to occur by two possible
mechanisms; 1) degradation by phagocytosis, leading to the degradation of whole fibres; 2)
degradation and dispersion of cellular material into the extracellular space, associated with
mitochondrial aggregates (hence involving oxidative enzymes).

The reduction in fibre

diameter may have been associated with longitudinal myofibrillar splitting as indicated by
gaps in claw muscle fibres. It is possible that these were gaps in the myofibrillar bundles.
Further studies are required to elucidate the underlying mechanisms.
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These characteristics were not observed in abdominal muscles.

Hence, cellular

morphological characteristics also indicated that atrophy firstly affected the distal region at
early premoult followed by the proximal region, was most extensive distally at late

premoult, just prior to ecdysis.

Several characteristics indicative of growth in vertebrates and crustaceans were evident in
both claw and abdominal muscles, however they were more easily discriminated in the

abdominal muscles as atrophy did not occur. The indicators of growth observed clearly in
abdominal muscles were; slight increases in the amount of connective tissue and internal
nuclei, in addition to the appearance of vesicular nuclei in small proportions, consistent
with some of the indicators of growth in vertebrate muscle (Dubowitz et a/., 1985). In
addition, slight changes in mitochondrial distribution appeared to be affiliated with fibre
splitting.

In vertebrate muscle, where vesicular nuclei and connective tissue are m large
concentrations, they are indicative of diseased, atrophic muscle, whilst where they are in
low proportions they are indicative of fibre regeneration and growth (Dubowitz et a/.,
1985). Hence, indicated by the different extents by which these features persisted between
the claw and abdomen, it is likely that in the abdomen, they were indicative of growth
(occurring at the late premoult and early postmoult stages), whilst in the claw they were
probably indicative of both atrophy and growth. It was difficult to make this distinction in

claw muscle, as major growth also occurs in the late premoult stage, where atrophy was
most extensive. This was also a factor at early postmoult where the effects of atrophy often
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persist into this stage (West, 1997). However, vesicular nuclei became less abundant
throughout the muscle at postmoult, and where present, were mainly a'isociated with the
apodeme and muscle periphery, consistent with the notion that fibre regeneration for growth
is thought to occur mainly in these regions (West, 1997).

Interestingly, it appears that process of transverse sarcomere splitting may have been
occurring in slow fibres of the superficial flexor muscle indicated by several characteristics
of Type 2 splitting. This form of splitting has not yet been documented in crustacean slow
fibres (West, 1997). Further studies are required to confirm or negate this observation. This
was most extensive at late premoult and early postmoult. Similarly, fibre splitting in the
deep flexor muscle was also most evident at these stages, where Type 5 fibre splitting
occurred over the entire fast deep flexor muscle mass. As aforementioned, this may be
associated with the requirement for rapid growth of this muscle mass to after ecdysis.

Type 5 fibre splitting was not observed in the claw, and Type I fibre splitting was not
observed in the abdomen. The remaining fonns of fibre splitting were common to both
muscles.

Type 2a and Type 2b fibre splitting occurred in much higher proportions in

superficial slow fibres, and may be that this the only type of fibre splitting available to these
slow muscle fibres. In addition, Type 3 and Type 4 fibre splitting observed in fast fibres of
the claw, were also observed in fast abdominal fibres, however in much lower proportions.
Their occurrence in abdominal fast muscle fibres provides extra support that these are
forms of fast fibre splitting for growth and not effects of atrophy. However, whilst these
appear to be the major forms of splitting responsible from growth in claw muscle, Type 5
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fibre splitting appear to be largely responsible for abdominal muscle fibre growth, a<;
observed in the lobster Homarus Americanus where there is a transition of larger myofibrils
at late premouh to smaller ones at postmoult.

The extensive amount of Type 3 and 4 fibre splitting in claw muscle (and not abdominal
muscle). may be related to the massive requirement for fibre growth in atrophic crustacean
claw muscles after ecdysis.
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6.0 MAJOR FINDINGS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER
RESEARCH
Over the course of this study, the effect of moulting on cellular and histochemical
characteristics of atrophic and non-atrophic muscle was determined and compared at the
level of light microscopy.

Histochemical methods indicative of contractile speed (mATPase) and fatigue resistance
(NADH-TR) were developed for the yabby, Cherax albidus. The mATPase technique was
very sensitive to factors including incubation pH, time, and temperature, hence required
considerable development.

In having developed these techniques, the cellular and histochemical characteristics of
intermoult claw and abdominal muscle at intermoult were established.

Cellular and

histochemical characteristics of these muscles at intennoult were indicative of normal,
crustacean muscle.

The claw muscle was composed largely of fast fibres.

Similarly, the majority of the

abdominal muscle mass was composed of fast fibres from the deep flexor muscle. A small
proportion of this muscle mass was made up of two types of slow fibres (S 1 and S,)
constituting the entire superficial flexor muscle.

Extensive changes associated with moult-induced atrophy were observed in the cellular and
histochemical characteristics of the claw closer muscle over the moult cycle, all of which
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appeared to be most prominent at late premoult. At lcust two mechanisms of atrophy were
observed and coincided with extensive muscle fibre degradation. Muscle fibre growth,
moulting appeared to occur mainly at late premoult and postrnoult.

Few cellular and histochemical changes were observed in the selected abdominal muscles.

It seems that the major changes in the abdominal muscle were associated with fibre splitting
for growth at late premoult and postmoult.

Hence, whilst the abdominal muscle did not exhibit characteristics of moult-induced
atrophy as observed in the claw closer muscle, both muscles exhibited fibre splitting for

growth predominantly at the late premoult and early postmoult stages.

In conclusion, moult-induced atrophy affects the claw closer muscle of the yabby, Clzerax

albidus to a phenomenal degree as detennined by histochemical and cellular characteristics
using light microscopy. As hypothesized, the abdominal muscle mass was not affected by
atrophy. In addition, fibre splitting for growth was observed in both muscle types, with
most types common to both.

Many features of moult-induced atrophy and growth were characterized usmg light
microscopy.

However, many of the underlying mechanisms could not be detennincd.

Hence, further research using other techniques may provide insight into the mechanisms
underlying and accompanying certain processes, that cannot be verified or even detected
using light microscopy. Such studies may encompass myofibrillar protein assemblages on
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claw and abdominal muscle fibres over the moult cycle, to determine the proteins present in
atrophic claw muscle, and non-atrophic abdominal muscle over the moult cycle in the
yabby CherCLr albidus. Comparisons with vertebrate muscle at this level may also provide
large insights into the mechanisms of moult induced atrophy, and mechanisms of fibre regrowth following atrophy. Myofibrillar protein assemblages on crustacean abdominal and
walking leg muscle in addition to sarcomere length measurements and contractile properties
over the moult cycle would enable comparative studies with atrophic claw muscle at this
level. Studies on walking leg muscle, mouthparts, and swimmeret muscles, would also help
detennine the physiological processes associated with moulting and growth.

Comparative

studies on claw and abdominal muscle at the ultrastructural level, using electron
microscopy would provide a great deal of information regarding the effects of moulting in
Crustacea on claw and abdominal muscles, particularly on the underlying mechanisms of
fibre splitting and the specific underlying mechanisms of atrophy.

In addition, honnonal

studies may also provide invaluable information on the differential responses of claw and
abdominal muscle that permits such specificity of atrophic action.

Such studies, possibly in conjunction with behavioural studies would increase scientific
understanding of the mechanisms of the moulting process in crustaceans.
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